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PREFACE AND ACKNCWLEDGMENTS

This Final Report is not a final report in the usual sense of the
phrase; that is to say, it does not aim to present the full xesults of
the work done under the contract. Rather, it is in the form of a
menorandum concerning the status of this work at the tine of samitting
the report. There are two reasons for not presenting a full final report:

(1) A nunber of studies done under this contract have already been
reported either in full or in part in regular channels of scientific
communication, either as journal articles, doctoral dissertations, or
chapters in books. It would be redundant to include reports of work
already published. This report will, however, give citations of publi-
cations so that the reader can find fuller information on the studies
that have already been reported. In the case of those studies that have
been only partially reported. in print, it will summarize findings that
remain unpublished and indicate what portions of the studies, if any,

remain to be completed.

(2) Despite the long time that has elapsed since the official termi-
nation of the contract (June 30, 1960), the principal investigator has
not had opportunity or funds to corplete a number of studies planned in

the original project proposal. It had been hoped that sone of this work
could be completed, but it is now felt desirable to close out the books
of the project. This final report will indicate the status of the un-
finished substudies. Some of these require only the writing of reports,
others require considerable analysis of data. It is still hoped that
sone of these studies can be completed even after submission of this
final report. /;

The original hypothesis of this study was that personality factors
play a large role in the development of communication skills. In the
original project proposal, a number of studies were planned in order to
explore this hypothesis. As so often happens in the conduct of investi-
gations with large and complex aims, it proved to be difficult to get a
handle on the problens being investigated. The work was conceived as a
research program in which a number of basic methodological and stibstan-
tive problems would have to be solved before the major hypotheses could
be abtacked. The attention of the investigators tended to be diverted
into certain channels because of the problems raised by some of the ini-
tial methodological studies. Because the project supported the work of
several doctoral candidates, the particular interests of these andidates

tended to shift its energies in certain directions. There were unexpected
difficulties in arranging to obtain appropriate experimental subjects or
sufficient testing time, and in completing computations using high-speed
computing facilities. (The project was conducted at a tine when many com-
puter programs were jus. being "debugged," and when rapid development of
hardware made continuous revision of computer programming necessary.)
Hindsight indicates that the contract period of three years vas really
too short to permit completion of the numerous studies originally planned.,
but for a number of reasons it was not possible to extend the official
period of the contract nor to dbtain additional funds to complete the
studies.
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Nevertheless, a number of large and significant studies were completed

- under this contract--nore studies, indeed, than have usually been completed

under other government contracts of comparable magnitude, Some of these
studies represent substantial progress towards achieving the ains of the

original project proposal. In the Siurnery, the significance of these

studies is indicated in more detail.

As Principal Investigator, I wish to acknowledge the large amount of
effort and devotion that were put into this project by a number of my col-

laborators. As research assistants, Michael Mhrge, Frederic D. Weinfeld,
and Aaron S. Carton performed major studies which resulted in doctoral

dissertations. They also helped on various other projeet tasks. The late

Paul M. Kjeldergaard (deceased January 1968), who came into the project as

Research Associate in its third year, nade major contributions to the
design of studies and helped to complete several important investigations.
Dr. Robert Gardner, as a Research Associate in the third year of the study,

helped in initiating and designing certain studies. The contributions of
Marilyn Brachman, Research Assistant in the first year of the study, and
of Joan Drues, Research Assistant in the third year of the study, should

also be acknowledged.
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SUMMARY, CCNCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of this investigation can be classified under four head-

ings: (1) identification of dimensions of ability and "style" in speakina:

writing, and other kinds of verbal productions; (2) 2indings concerning

the relation of these dimensions of ability and "style" to measured per-

sonality characteristics; (3) findings concerning the possible genesis of

some of these ability amd "style" factors in home background and early

childhood experience; (k) findings concerning the relative effectiveness

of certain methods of teaching skills in written composition.

1. Identification of dimensions of ability and "style" in smgituD

writin: and other kinds of verbal roduction. The bulk of the studies in

this investigation concerned this area; studies were conducted with dif-

ferent types of samples of individuals and of verbal productions.

a. In a study (Study VI in this series) of tests given to 9th-,

10th-, and llth-graders, a number of the usually found factors of verbal

ability were confirmed: Theme-Writing, Ideational Fluency, Verbal Rela-

tions, Word Fluency, Reasoning, and (probably) Fluency of Expression.

b. In a study (Study VII) of tests and ratings by teachers and

speech specialists of the speech performances of 143 eleven-year-olds) a

number of factors were identified:

I. General Speaking Ability as assessed by speech

specialists fram recordings of speech performance.

II. Motor Skill in Speaking.

III. Speedh Dominance: tendency to dominate in verbal

cammunication situations.

IV. Non-Distracting Speech Behavior: avoidance of

speech characteristics (hesitations, rephrasings,
etc.) that draw attention to how a communication is
presented, rather than to its content.

V. Voice Quality: described by excellence of articula-
tion, pronunciation and fluency as well as pleasant-

ness.

VI. Language Maturity: described by complexity of gram-

matical usage, and other indicants of level of

language development.

VII. General Speaking Ability as assessed by teachers on

the basis of general classroom observation.



c. In a study (Study III) of characteristics of the "style" of

150 samples of literary production (authored in most cases by professional

writers), six interpretable factors emerged fram a factor analysis of 29

subjective ratings and 39 Objective neasures:

I. Evaluation: &fined by subjective scales such as

sood-bad, piellsant-unpleasant, strong-weak, and

interesting:boring..

II: Personal Affect: defined by subjective scales such

as oxsorAltymelsonab intimate-remote, emotional-

rational, and vigosolgzpLacia, but also by certain

Objective measures sueh as number of personal pro-

nouns.

III. Ornamentation: defined by subjective scales florid-

plain, lush-austere, etc., as well

as objective varidbles such as length of sentences

and leap of clauses

IV. Abstrentness: defined by subjective scales such as

subtle-obvious, abstract-concrete, and psofousci-

superficial as yell as objective measures such as a

low proportion of numerical exEressions, a law aum-

ber of deterninin ad'ectives and ronouns, and a

high ro ortion of noun clauses.

V. Seriousness: defined by subjective scales earnest-

flippant and serious-hunorous and by objective indi-

cators such as a low proportion .ndefiLite

articles, and a, high proportion of indefinite and

quantifying determining adjectives.

VI. Characterizing vs. Narrating: measured exclusively

by objective indicato.ps; a :Low proportion of transi-

tive verbs, a Irtgh prosortiORASSaulative verbs
relative to all verbs, a low number of prolernouns,

a high proportion of adjective clauses, and a high

pavortion of intransitive verbs.

d. In a study (Study:0 of the style characteristics of narra-

tives written by more tnan 200 boys and girls in grades 100 11, and 12 of

a suburban high school, five of the above stylistic factors were confirmed

and at least one additional factor vas observed:

I. Evaluation: similar to the factor identified in

Study

II. Personal Affect: similar to the factor identified

in Study III.



III. Ornamentation: similar to the factor identified in
Study III. .

IV. Abstractness: similar to the factor identified in
Study III. (Identified in only the girls' matrix.)

V. Seriousnew3: similar to the factor identified in
Study III.

VI. Optimiam: defined by scales such as happy-sad, Ear
morbid, and alamistic-pessinistic.

In addition there was a doublet having to do with whether evaluations of
ideas were advanced by the author himself or the characters in his story.

e. In a study (Study IV) of responses of high school students
to the Kent-Rosanoff free association test it was established that there
is a consistent difference among individuals in their tendency to give
ft

opposite" or "contrast" responses to stimuli that can evoke such responses;
the reliability of an "opposite-giving" score was .65 aver a 16-month per-
iod.

f. In a study (Study II) of 'personality" ratings of 14 speech
samples, there was high agreement among raters as to the characteristics
of the.samples. The ratings inv.olvedatttrilautions of personality char-
acteristics such as excitable, emotional, insecure, undependable, etc.
The 14 speech samples were actually taken from recordings made by five
speakers; three of the speakers, however, recorded under four different
instructions: "normal," "fast," "shouting," and "soft," the presented
recordings being adjusted to be equal in sound intensity level. There was
no attempt in this study, however, to relate the ratings to any actual per-
sonality traits of the speakers.

g. In a study (Stuly:CV) of styles of conceptualization in
written composition, 10 scales were established: (1) alteristic-
egoistic; (2) awareness of one's own cognitive processes; (3) tendency
to evaluate; (4) organization of percepts; (5) progression of organiza-
tion and analysis; (6) amount of inference; (r) ornamentation (similar
to factor III in Studies III and:0; (3) amount of digression; (9) amount
of fictionalization; and (10) specific-general. Reliabilities for ratings
of these scales averaged over five judges ranged fram 4. 6 to .9_.

To sunnarize all the above studies, it may be said that many aspects
of both spoken and written verbal production exhibit "stylistic" or qual-
itative differences. In sone cases: attempts were made to relate such
stylistic manifestations to actual personality traits of individuals. To
these studies we now turn.



2. Findings concerning the relation of dimensions of ability and
:Lyle" to measured personality characteristics.

a. In the study (Study:K) of the style characteristics of nar-
ratives written by high school students, an attampt was made to find rela-
tionships between these style characteristics and certain measures of
perscmality--a series of self-ratings on personality scales, and scores
on two paper-and-pencil personality inven-4.ories, the Guilford-Zimmerman
amel.smen-LLezurv (GZTS) and the Minnesota CounselinFin
The results of this attempt were, however, almost wholly negative.
About the only relationship found, as reflected by factor loadings, was
one whereby boys with high scores on Thoughtfulness and Restraint on the
GZTS had a significant tendency to write themes rated toward the "masculine"
side of a masculinity-femininity scale.

b. In the study (Study IV) of responses to free-association
tests, no significant relation was found bet/feen an "opposite-giving"
tendency and any of the personality measures investigated, Small but
significant correlations were found only for girls between the tendency to
give "primary" or popular responses to non-opposite evoking stimuli and
various tests of verbal ability.

c. In the study (Study:CV) of styles of conceptualization, a
number of low, but statistically significant, correlations were found
between conceptualization styles and personality measures. Some of these
correlations suggested, for example, that individuals manifesting "organ-
ization" in their picture descriptions regarded thenmelves as people who
intend to organize matters ana keep things neat.

In general, the findings concerning relations between personality
and "style° characteristics of verbal productions were disappointingly
meager.

3. Findings concerning the possible genesis of _personality and
:style" factors in hone background and ear1y childhood.

a. A large part of Study VII was devoted, to these questions.
The results of the analyses were summarized as follows:

(1) PermissivLiless of mothers . . . was found to be
:lated to the development of general speaking

a. Lity in older children. But permissive mothers
were found to have children who achieve higher scores
in language maturity. The results further suggested
that boys who achieve higher speaking scores have
been exposed to warm, indulgent and permissive types
of child-rearing practices, whereas girls with better
speaking skills were found to come from homes which
were cold and strict.
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(2) Parental denRads mere not found to be strongly related
either to general speaking ability as evaluated by
speech specialists or to language maturity. However,
a marked relationship was discovered between parental
demands and general speaking ability as assessed by
teachers. The best single demand predictor of each
criterion measure was Expectations in Education for
the Child by the Mother.

(3) Generally, greater use of techniques of speech training
in the home was associated with higher scores on gen-
eral speaking ability as rated by both the speech spe-
cialists and the teachers, Ute of speech training
techniques did not seem to be related to Language
Maturity as measured in the speech examination.

4. Findings th relative effectiveness of certain methods
of teaching skills in written composition.

This problem was investigated in Study VI, which used three methods of
teaching in a 12-week experiment conducted in high schools: a "verbal
fluency" method which emphasized methods of developing ideas for written
z.4ompositions and which required large amounts of written composition
exercise; a "structural grammar" method that emphasized the teaching of
functional linguistic patterns, structural groups, and form classes; and a
"logical structure" method that emphasized training in reasoning and the
organization of thought. In a series of control classes taught by the same
teachers, more conventional methods of teaching were used. Covariance
analyses determined the effect of each of these methods on a series of
factor scores on verbal ability tests, including measures of excellence in
theme writing. There were distinctive and significant gains made by cer-
tain classes in each of the six factor areas. These significant improve-
ments were partly due to transfer and not wholly due to direct learning
for the test battery included some verbal tasks which were not practiced
upon even in the experimental classes. Each of the methods of teaching,
including the control group, improved certain areas of verbal ability,

However, only the Verbal Fluency method was found, in one class, to
produce superior gains in the writing of themes. It had also been hypoth-
esized that the Verbal Fluency method would improve abilities on various
fluency factors, and this hypothesis was largely confirmed when it was
found that the factor scores on Word Fluency and Fluency of Expression
were improved by this specific training. However, Ideational Fluency and
Verbal Relations scores were not improved even though specific training
techniques designed to effect such improvement were employed in the exper-
imental classe

It had been hypothesized also that the Structural Grammar method
would improve the abilities underlying the Verbal Relations factor and
perhaps also the Reasoning factor. This hypothesis was borne out, for
both of these abilities showed significant gains in some of the experi-
mental classes. In addition, it was found that in one class Ideational
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Fluency and Fluency of Expression were also improved even though the
teaching had not been directed to develop fluency,

A third hypothesis predicted that the abilities underlying the two
Reasoning factors would be improved by the Logical Structure method.
This hypothesis was borne out in one class which improved in general
Reasoning ability. In addition it was found that the three fluency abil-
ities had also been improved significantly in some of the experimental
classes.

In general, the study demonstrated that abilities underlying various
verbal factors are amenable to improvement through special training.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Although it is easy enough to identify and establish stylistic
factors in spoken end written productions, it is very difficult to find
relations between such stylistic factors and personality variables. The
findings of this study in this regard were almost wholly negative. The
failure to find significant relations in this study should not be inter-
preted, however, to mean that no such relations exist, Actually, the
present study barely scratched the surface in its explorations. It
revealed magy aspects of verbal style and ability but did very little to
relate them to personality variables. The field of speech and person-
ality is still a fertile field for research.

The present project also made a start towards identifying some of
the home background and early childhood influences that might be
responsible for the development of speech abilities and styles. How-
ever, in this area also much research remains to be done.

Finally, the present project contained one illustrat..ve study of
methods of teaching communication skills. It showed that certain teach-
ing methods were able to yield significant gains on certain verbal abil-
ity tests. It is believed that useful research could be done by extend-
ing the findings of the present study to include personality variables as
moderator variables.
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INTRODUCTION

All societies, and particularly our contemporary civilization,
depend on communication and hence upon individuals mho are facile and
effective in communicating information, ideas, opinions, and even literary

insights. Communication skills are particularly important to a large
class of "professional communicators"--teachers, journalists, clergymen,
lawyers, radio announcers, writers, scientists, pUblic executives, legis-
lators, and many others, but it is the hove of the schools to develop
communication skills in all students to the extent of their abilities.
It is for these reasons that we see the enormous emphasis put upon the
teaching of English composition in the schools Even though there may be
less formalized emphasis on the development of oral speech skills, the
schoWs nevertheless concern themselves also with the oral speech per-
formance of students in classroom discussions and reports and in a host
of extracurricular activities such as dramatics and debating.

The student's intellectual ability, or lack of it, plays a large
role in determining the limit to which his communication skills can be
developed. If he has nothing of interest to say, or does not have the
intelligence to learn how to say it, the schools cannot help him much in
this respect--at least, this is the usual assumption.

It was the basic hypothesis of this study, however, that another
major factor that plays a role in the development of communication skills
is the student's persori Elit. Even an able student who has something to
say will often not say it well, or not say it at all, because of what we

call "personality." He may.suffer from feelings of inferiority, he may
have unfortunate attitudes about the need for communication, he may have
unhealthy desires to dominate, his communications may be chiefly a reflec-
tion of a fantasy life--these are among the possibilities,

A further hypothesis of this study was that the schools can do a
better job of teaching communication skills by taking account of the stu-
dent's personality, and that this can be done by teachers, preferably in
conjunction with guidance counselors in certain cases.

The basic problems of the study, therefore, were (1) to investigate

to
relations between personality and communication skills, (2) to experiment
with ways of using such relationships in the teaching of communications
skills, and (3) to develop practical materials and tools for the use of
teachers and other school staff members.

Among specific vale= that were to be investigated were:

(1) What role is played by communication variables in determining
the judgments of personality made by others? Do these judgments show agy
more than a chance relation to the "true," underlying traits of personal-
ity of the person whose communications are being judged?
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(2) In what ways can communications products be described and mea-
sured in relation to personality variables?

(3) What personality variables are relevant to communications
skills?

(4) Are there any influences in the child's early history which
should be taken account of in guiding later development of communications
skills?

Since so much research has already been devoted to reading and lis-
tening, and since reading and listening are "passive" skills in which
personality variables are not likely to be of much importance, it was
felt that the chief emphasis of the research should be on speaking and
writing skills.

Insofar as teachers are communicators, it was hoped that the studies
might have a bearing on the training of teachers and the assessment of
teacher competence.

Specific Hypotheses

1. The nanner in -which an individual communicates, whether in
speech or writing, is a function of certain personality traits. This is

also true of the content of his communication and of the circumstances
under which he chooses to communicate.

2. The manner in which an individual communicates, the content of
his communication, and the circumstances under which he chooses to com-
municate are all influential in forming others judgments of him and his
personality and in causing others to accept, to doubt, or to reject his
communications.

33 The nanner in which an individual communicates, as well as other
aspects of communication, can be scientifically described and in some
cases measured.

4. An individual can be taught to communicate in a manner which
will make him more acceptable to others or make him have a greater influ-
ence on others than he might otherwise have. He can also be taught to
communicate with others in such a way that he will be more articulate and
effective in transmitting ideas.

5. The neans which should be employed in teaching the individual to
acquire desirable communication skills will depend in part on the partic-
ular personality makeup of the individual, and this personalitymakeup
can be readily determined by means of relatively simple tests or observa-
tions.

6. Among the personality variables which may be of particular
relevance to the development of communications skills are:
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a. Need for achievenent (McClelland)
b. Need for cognition; intolerance of ambiguity
c. Perceptual rigidity (Luchins)
d, Authoritarianism
e. "Surgency" or flow of ideas (Cattell)
-I.% Dominance-submission
g. Introversion-extraversion
h. Commonality of association (J. J. Jenkins)

7. Among the means that night be usefully employed in teaching the
acquisition of desirable communication skills are the following:

a. Varying the content required to be communicated
b. Varying the social structure of the group within which

communication is to take place
c. Varying the audience of the communication and the manner

in which the audience responds
d. Varying the amount and kind of reward given to the

communication
e. Presenting models of speech and writing and encouraging

imitative behavior
f. Varying the units and amount of communication behavior

which are to be rewarded

Substudies in the Project

Originally, the project "MB conceived as a rather large-scale
program that would involve a nuMber of separate but related substudies.
It was to investigate the problems set forth above by a many-pronged
attack, working with a number of different samples of individuals at dif-
ferent grade-levels. Certain detailed plans for these studies were drawn
up, but as the program progressed it became evident that funds would not
be adequate for carrying out all of them. Efforts were therefore con-
centrated upon certain major studies that were regarded as of prior
importance with respect to certain other studies that might or might not
be completed depending upon circunstances. Towards the end of the offi-
cial contract period, a listing of the studies actually accomplished and
of the studies then under way was made. The present report constitutes,
in effect, a memorandum on the status of each of these substudies as of
the present time, i.e,, as of Nhy 1968. For convenience, the listing
of the studies is presented here with brief remarks as to the relation
of each study to the overall plan.

Study I. Factor Analysis of Sreech Performance Variables as Measured in
Sixth-Grade Children

This study was intended to identify the major dimensions of individ-
ual differences in speech performance in a sample of sixth-grade children,
as representative of children who would presumably be amenable to educa-
tional procedures, designed to improve such performance, that might result
from other substudies in the present project. (See pages 15-17.)
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Study II. aingesinierceived Personality Traits as a Function of
Manipulations of Vocal Characteristics

With its interest in possible personality correlates of vocal char-
acteristics, the project here turned its attention to the dimensions of
personality ratings that might be made from vocal characteristics, and to
ways in which certain vocal manipulations might influence such ratings.

(See pp. 17-20.)

Study III. A Factor Analysis of Literary Style

If "personality" exhibits itself in verbal productions, it might be
expected to do so most strongly in literary productions. This study

sought to identify major dimensions of "literary style" that might later be

shownto be re2lted to personality. (See pp. 20-23.)

Study IV. aposite-Giving ialree Association Tests as a Personality
Variable

The free association test has been a classic method of tapping cer-

tain personality dimensions. This study was focussed on the possibility
that a particular mode of responding to free associations might be a
valuable indicator of personality. (See pp. 24-26.)

Study V. Relationshi s between Oral and Written S ontaneous Com ositions

This study was to have been an investigation of the possibility that
style factors in verbal productions would manifest themselves in both

oral and written spontaneous compositions. (See p. 26.)

Study VI. A_Comparison of Three Approaches to the Training of Written

Composition Behavior

One aim of the project as a whole was to develop instruments and
procedures that would improve students' communicative abilities in desired
ways. Study VI was conceived in this spirit, but undertook to look at
problems of training in written composition from a more general point of
view, by comparing three possible approaches to sudh training: (1) intro-

ducing a pressure towards "quantity" of verbal proauction by m "verbal

fluency" method; (2) the teaching of "structural grammar," and (3) the
teaching of logic and the organization of thought. It was thought that
students' personalities might interact with the success of these methods,
particularly because of the possible relation between "fluency" (which

can be thought of as a dimension of personality) and method (1). (Actually,

the possibility of such an interaction was not investigated.) (See pp. 27-34.)

Study VII. Affecting

Skills

This was a study of variables from home background and early child-
hood that might explain variance in the factors of speech communication
skills identified in Study I. (See pp. 34-38.)
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Study VIII. Factor Analysis of Verbal AbilLy_yariables in Relation to
Written Communication Skills

This was the factor-analytic phase of Study VI, endeavoring to
isolate dimensions of verbal ability. (See p. 38.)

Study L. Factor Anal sis of S eech and Personalit Variables Measured
in Study VII

This was to have been a factor-analytic study of data collected in
Study VII to clarify the nature of the relationships found there. (See

P. 39. )

Study:X. R lations between Personalit and Written Composition Style

Having identified in Study III a number of dimersions of "literary
style" in literary productions, the investigators desired to ascertain
whether these dimensions could be identified in high school students'
thenes and if so whether they would show any relations to scores on
personality tests. (See pp. 39-53.)

Study XI. laisly_sg:1111AmEL.of Children's Personality from Voice
Recordings

Study II had shown that voice and speech characteristics give cer-
tain impressions of personality variables. This study; never accomplished,
wauld have carried this investigation farther by using larger samples of
children and using actual ratings of personality. (See p..53.)

Study XII. Studies of Speech Characteristics of Adults

This study, never accomplished, would presumably havtl extended the
findings of Study XI to samples of adults. (See p.,53.)

Study XIII. (Because of an error of nunbering in project nemoranda,
there was no such study.)

Study:UV. Review of the Literature of S eech and Personality

Because at the tine that the project was undertaken there was not
available any comprehensive review of the literature of speech and per-
sonality since that by F H. Sanford (1942), it was planned to write
such a review for publication. (See p. 54.)

Study:KV. Verbal Style of Conceptualization and Personality_almcleristics

This was a further attempt to identify styles in written verbal pro-
duction and to relate them to personality variables, In this study, how-
ever, attention was directed to styles of "conceptualization," i.e., styles
of perceiving and organizing experience. (See p. 54.)



The body of this report is divided into sections describing each of

the studies that were completed or partially completed as of termination

of active work on the project. A considerable amount of active work on

the project was done as a contribution of Barvard University even after

the officia termination of the contract period, that is, after June 30,

1960. Most of this additional work was done in the academic years 1960-

1962.



Study I

Factor Analysis of Speech Performance Variables

as Measured in Sixth-Grade Children

Introduction. At the outset of this study: little was known about

the dimensions of communication skills, particularly those involving

speech performance. If one were to relate personality variables to

communication skills, it would be necessary to have information as to

the dimensions in which speaking performance skills vary Early in the

project period,the staff became aware of a study being conducted by Dr.

Calvin Taylor of the University of Utah under Air Force Contract

AF 18(600)-1211: "Identification of conmunications skills in military

situations." This was an extensive project that involved the giving of

three large batteries of tests of written and spoken communications

skills to several groups of Airmen and university students, with corre-

lational and factor-analytic analyses of the data. It was hoped that

this study would yield considerable information that would be useful in

our study: but Dr. Taylor had not completed all his analyses, partly

because of termination of the study. Of special interest would be the

factor analysis of Dr. Taylor's Battery C: a group of experimental pre-

dictor tests and situational tasks. Dr. Taylor supplied to this piloject

the correlation matrix and the unrotated factor analysis matrix. Because

of his interest in methods of dblique factor rotation: the Principal

Investigator of this project undertook to perform the rotation of the

factors of this natrix to simple structure. Unfortunately: either be-

cause of the lack of "cleanness" of the factor structure or because of

difficulties with the mathematics of the computations: a satisfactory

rotation was never achieved, and this particular venture was put on the

shelf until further insight was attained into methods of oblique factor

rotation. The data are still awaiting further treatment. Dr. Taylor

was able to submit only a very brief report of his investigation

(Taylor et al.: 1958) and to my knowledge he has never pUblished the

full results of this investigation. It would still be useful to analyze

and publish the factor analysis of his Battery C.

Because the Taylor study was so well designed and promised to yield

important information on the dimensions of communications skills in young

adults, the staff of the present project decided not to undertake a com-

parable study, but decided instead to investigate communication skills

at a younger age level: namely: the sixth grade. It was thought that

this mould be the earliest point at which communication skills would have

sufficiently matured to make a general survey possible; at the same time:

this grade level was not so far advanced that it would be impossible to

trace the early history of the children in order to investigate early

childhood variables in the development of communications skills.

The study that was actually done constituted one part of the doc-

toral dissertation completed by Michael Marge., HomejlatImpund influences
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on the develoyment of oral communication skills in children) Harvard

University Graduate School of Education, 1959 It has been published by

Marge, "A factor analysis of oral communication skills in older children,"

Journal of S eech and Hearin Research, 1964, 7 (1), 3146. We give here

a brief summary of the method and principal findings.

Method

g1.2exa. This study utilized a group of children who had been

studied three years earlier (when they were in the third grade) by

Carroll and Austin (1957) in an investigation of "underachievement" in

reading. Of the 156 children (86 boys and 70 girls) studied earlier, 143

(80 boys, 63 girls) remained accessible to the investigator. They were

all of the Caucasian race, and were distributed among 16 schools in 37

classes in a middle-class suburban town (Newton, Massachusetts). However;

Carroll and Austin had chosen not exactly a randam sample but one that

would represent the several socioeconomic classes more equally. In Marge's

study, 58 children were High SES, 51 Mid SES, and 34 Low SES. In Carroll

and Austin's sampling design., provision had been made to select approxi-

mate1y one-third "high overadhievers," one-third "average achievers," and

one-third "low underachievers" in reading progress with respect to predic-

tions frau mLental ages. This distribution was preserved in the Marge

study.

Instruments and measurements. Forty different variables having to

do with oral communication skills were derived from three sources: 18

variables from a Teacher Rating Form on which each child's principal

classroom teacher was to rate him on such scales as Voice Quality, Flow

of Wbrds, Articulation in Ordinary Conversation, etc.; 5 variables from

a Speech Skills Battery consisting of measures of articulation abilLty;

amd 17 variables from speech specialists' ratings of the child's speech

performance in an interview situation. Scores on these 40 variables for

the 143 children were factor-analyzed by the principal axis method with

unities in the diagonal; the factor matrix was rotated. to oblique simple

structure by Carroll's (1962) "Oblimin" method ("biquartimin" criterion).

Finding

Seven interpretable rotated factors were isolatedl as follows:

I. General Speaking Ability as Assessed b. Speech Specialists

Motor Skill in Speaking (defined only Jy measures of speed of

articulAion)

III. Speech Dominance ("Monopolizing, dominating" behavior in oral

communication situations, principally as rated by teachers)

IV. Non-Distracting Speech Behavior (defined by "variables describ-

ing verbal characteristics of speakers which do not draw attention to how

the communication is presented"), This is a factor showing up in the rat-

ings from both the teachers and the speech specialists.
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V. Voice Quality, measured by both teachers' and speech special-

ists' ratings of "appeal of voice" and "voice quality." It also inheres

in ratings of correctness of pronunciation and fluency.

VI. Language Maturity, measured by variables derived only from

ratings of speedh recorded in an individual interview. Grammatical usnae:

pronunciation, complexity of sentence structure, and vocabulary have the

highest loadings on this factor.

VII. General Speaking Ability as Assessed. by Teachers: "At least

three important aspects of the oral communicative process are included in

this factor. The mechanics of oral expression are represented by 21:27

nunciation, fammaticalusas, flow of words: and articulation; the con-

tent aspect of speech is found in vocabulary, clari.1.222eLt; commun-
ication of ideas, and wealth of ideas; and the skill techniques are

indicated by WpiJ_LL.:blosi, general behavior in oral

readina, ability insscsmmunications: and abiliatslincmall

classmates."

These factors were in general independent; the highest factor cor-

relation was .30, between factor I and factor VII, indicating that there

was some small degree of agreement between teachers and speech specialists

in assessing general speaking ability. On the other hand, it was a sur-

prise that this correlation was so low. It maybe that factor I was

2.arge2y independent of factor VII because its variables were derived from

performance in a highly specific situation in which the child was inter-

viewed and tested by a relatively unfamiliar examiner.

Discussion and Conclusions

It was striking that speech performance in sixth graders was so

complex and multidimensional. It was apparent that a complete assessment

of speech performance in sixth-graders would have to take account not

only of "general speaking ability" both in the classroom and in special

interview situations, but also of such variables as "Speech Dominance,"

"Non-Distracting Speech Behavior," "Voice quality," and "Language Maturity."

Some of these variables or, rather, factor scores based on the results

of this study, were umed in a further study which constituted the second

part of Marge's doctoral dissertation. In the present report: this is con-

sidered as Study VII. (See pp. 34-38.)

Study II

Changes in Perceived Personality Taits as a Function

of Manipulations of Vocal Characteristics

Introduction. One of the purposes of this program of research (see

introduction to the study as a whole, page 9 ) yez to determine the role

played by communication variables in determining judgments of an
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individual's personality made by others, and to find out whether these

judgments would show any significant relation to true, underlying traits

of personality. As a first step in exploring these problems, it was

thought that studies should be made of the extent to which judges could

agree ir.. rating personality traits from voices, and of the extent to

which such ratings could be affected by certain manipulations of vocal

characteristics. There is a vast literature on the ability of raters

(usually untrained) to judge personality traits or physical attributes

from voices, but in general, while these ratings are highly reliable in

the sense that judges tend to agree strongly, they are invalid in predict-

ing personality traits measured in more conventional ways (e.g., through

standardized personality inventories). There has been little study of

what actual characteristics of voices give rise to the ratings. By study-

ing the effect of certain manipulations of vocal characteristics it was

thought that some leads could be found toward identifying the elements

that give rise to stereotypal personality-voice judgments.

This study was conducted by Paul Kjeldergaard; the full report of

the study is included here as Appendix A since it has heretofore been

unpublished. We give at this point a brief summary of the methods and

findings, together with certain comments concerning suggested further

studies.

Method

acsamilas, The stimulus materials for ratings consisted of 14

readings of a single 307..word passage which had been found to have rela-

tively neutral ratings on six factors of literary style (cf,- Study III).

[To supplement the information in the report reproduced as Appendix A,

it may be said here that the passage wms taken from the writings of

Matthew Arnold, an essay on the "function of criticism," in J. H. Smith

and E. W. Parks, The Great Critics (3rd edition), New York: Norton, 19511

p. 612, beginning 11The critical power is of lower ramk than the creative . . 3

ft

and ending ", . . no manifestation of the creative power not working

with these can be very important or fruitful.") This "bland" passage was

selected in the hope that the content of the passage would not interact

wlth voice-personality ratings or manipulations. (The design of the

study did not, however, provide for any investigation of such interactions)

since only a single passage was used.) The 14 readings were selected from

a larger number obtained from 21 male Harvard undergraduates who were

asked to read the passage under four sets of instructions: "normal,"

"fast," "shouting," and "soft." Twelve of the readings were from three

speakers who appeared to exhibit greatest contrast in voice quality among

the four conditions; the two other readings were from two other speakers

reading under the "normal" condition. All readings were electronically

adjusted to approximately equal intensity when tape-recorded for presenta-

tion.

Measurements. iNatings were to be accomplished on a semantic differ-

ential form with 17 scales selected as appearing to describe personality

traits and as appropriate for use by high school student raters.
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Sample of raters: The l4 recordings were played over a school
public addrt,ss system to classes in a senior high school in a, middle-

class suburban town in Massachusetts (Lynnfield). As soon as each

reading had been played, each of the 357 students (in 15 classes,

grades 10-12, assigned randomly to different orders of voices and
scales) assigned ratings on 18 seven-point semantic differential rAt-

ing scales. (aata from only 17 scales, i.e., excluding the scale
likeable-unlikeable, were used in the analysis.)

asim. A split-unit design (Cochran & Cox, 1959) was used for

the analysis of data from each of the 17 scales. This permitted test-

ing of the significance of the differences among the l4 recorded speech
samples and of interactions between the speech samples and the classes.
Means and standard deviations of the ratings assigned to each of the

14 speech samples were also examined for trends

Findings

There were highly significant differences (2 < .001) among the 14

speech samples on each of the 17 semantic-differential scales, indicat-
ing that the raters agreed strongly on the judged characteristics of

the speech samples. By examination of the means for voices recorded
under different instructions, it was apparent that voices taken under
the "normal" and "fast" conditions tended to be rated similarly and
also that the "shout" and "soft" voices had similar patterns of ratings;
further, that the "normal" and "fast" ratings tended to follow a pattern
that is the mirror image of the "shout" and "soft" ratings.

On the average, the "normal" voices tended to be rated as excitable,
emotional, insecure, undependable, outgoing, humble, and careful. Never-

theless, there were considerable differences among the fi:177-17;;Mal"

voices. The "fast" condition seemed merely to accentuate the ratings
made on the "normal" condition so that the ratings of the "fast" condi-

tion on the above traits are slightly more extreme on all but two traits,

insecure and emotional. (The results on these two last traits are,

indeed, couLter-intuitive.) The "shouting" and "soft" speech samples, on
the other hand, were characterized on the average as careless, mesa,
intolerant, cruel, calm, patient, sympathetic, and emotional-. On four

scales, leader-follower, dependent-independent, secure-insecure, and
emotional-unemotional, the differences among conditions were small and

generally inconsistent. Only the leader-follower scale produced differ-
ences that were consistent from voice to voice and in the same pattern as

on the scales previously discussed.

Discussion and Conclusions

This study effectively demonstrates that people, when asked to do so,
make judgments about personality traits fram the characteristics of voices

("Voice actually implies, here, not only vocal quality but manner of
rendering a communication in an oral reading situation.) These judgments
appear to be highly consistent from rater to rater: at least for all the
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traits measured here. FUrther, these judgments can be systematically

shifted in one direction or another by changing the instructions under

which the voice samples are rendered, What remains to be accomplished

is the isolation of the specific variables in the speech samples that

would account for the shifts in the perceived personality characteristics.

An attenpted analysis of differences between manipulations by neans

of a sound spectrograpth proved fruitless. No further efforts in the

direction of isolating such variables were made because of lack of time,

funds, and personnel. Nevertheless, it would appear that various lin-

guistic and other techniques of speech analysis might reveal consistent

differences that would account for the judgments.

Study III

A Factor Analysis of Literary Style

Introduction

If "personality" exhibits itself in verbal productions, it might be

expected to do so most strongly in literary productions. It was there-

fore decided early in the program of relearch to attempt to find measur-

able objr,ctive dimensions of literary style. If sueh dimensions could be

found in literary productions of professional writers, the results might

also be applied to the compositions of, say, high school youngsters.

Study III was therefore designed in two parts: IIIA, a study of dinen-

sions of style in passages selected from a variety of literary sources,

and IIIB, a study of personality dimensions ratable from samples of high

.
school English compositions, with an attempt to link these ratings with

external measures of personality.

During the contract period, only Study IIIA was completed, and even

then, only a limited sunnary of the results found its way into print:

Carroll, John B. Vectors of prose style. In ThomasA. Sebeok (Ed.),

Style in language. New York: Wiley (in cooperation with the Tech-

nology Press of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology), 19604

Pp. 283-292.

However, two internal documents relating to this study should be cited:

Carroll, John B. A stib-sub-treasury of literary style; 150 300-word

passages from a variety of authors and sources. January 1958.

(Dittoed)

Carroll, John B. A factor analysis of literary style. April 1958.

(Mineographed, 41 pp.) This was a preliminary report and contains

a considerable body of statistical data, including correlation

matrices. However, the factor rotation was considered unsatisfactory;
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technical improvements in rotation methods later produced the rotated

factor matrix that was presented in the published article above. A
copy of this paper is included as Appendix B of this report.

It remains to complete a full report of this study. Such a report

would include not only the statistical data but a full account of haw

each of the numerous objective variables was coded. Data on the extent

to which raters agreed with the consenaus of raters or were idiosyncratic

in their ratings should also be analyzed and writtca up.

Study IIIB, the extension of Study lin. to samples of high-school

students' compositions, was renumbered Study X) discussed later in this

report (see pp. 39-53).

We give here a brief summary of Study IIIA and its findings.

Method

Sample. 150 passages of at least 300 words each were assembled from

a wide variety of sources according to a design which called for a certain

number of passages from each of such categories as Adventure Narrative)

Advertisements) Aesthetic Criticiam (Art, Music, Literary, etc.), Anecdote,

Biography) . , Travel Guides, and Writing Assignments (high school).

Restrictions were: originally written in English, written after the year

1800) and self-contained in 300 words. These passages were typed) one to

a page, duplicated, and bound in a collected work entitled "A sub-sUb-

treasury of literary style."

Measures. There were 29 sub'ective measures, consisting of the mean-
ratingaged over eight judges on semantic-differential scales

especially chosen to tap various aspects of style. There were 39 objective

measures of style, including auch measures as number of paragraphs, number

of syllables) number of sentences) standard deviation of sentence length,

nuMber of clauses, clause complexity index, proportion of noun clauses to

all dependent clauses) and so on. Nearly all the measures had reference to

one or another grammatical category or phenomenon. Scores of th(. passages

on the objective measures were obtained by specially trained coders.

Method of eaibull. Wherever feasible) reliability estimates were

obtained for the measures--;b,y the intraclass correlation method for the

raters' judgments) in the case of the subjective measures, and by the
split-half method, in the case of the objective measures. Before com-

puting intercorrelations, many of the measures were subjected to logarith-

mic cr arc-sine transformations. The correlation matrix was factor-

analyzed by the centroid method (with communality estimates in the

diagonal of the matrix). Seven factors were rotated by the author's

oblique biquartimin method. Factor scores were obtained for each of the

factors, and "profiles" for each passage on the seven factors were plotted.

Findings

Reliability coefficients for the 29 averaged subjective ratings

ranged from .64 for the scale weak-strung to .92 for the scale humorous-
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serious, with a median at .80. Among the 39 objective measures, only 31

could be assigned reliabilities; these ranged fram .17 for standard

deviation of sentence length to .88 for mean tense, with a median at .58.

Six interpretable factors emerged from the factor analysis:

I GOOD-BkD: defined almost solely by subjective scales such as

good-bad, leasant-un leasant, strong-weak,

interesting-boring, etc.

II PERSCNAL-IMPERSONAL: measured by subjective scales such as

personal-impersonal, intimate-remote, emotional-

rational, and vigorous-placid, and also by objective

measures such as number of personal pronouns, number

of pronounb and (negatively) number of syllables.

III ORNAMENTED-PLAIN: measured by subjective scales florid-plain,

wordy-succinct, lush-austere, affected-natural, and

complex-simple as well as objective variables such

as 12ngth of sentences, 1..entliclauses., and 2E2-

portion of common nouns preceded by adjectival or

artici ial modifiers.

IV ABSTRACT-CCNCRETE: measured by subjective scalea subtle -

obvious, abstract-concrete, rofaund-su erficial,

original-trite, and elegant-uncouth, and certain

objective indicators such as a low proportion of
numerical expressions, a low nunber of determining

adjectives and pronouns like "this," "each," etc.,

a high proportion of noun clauses, and a law number

of participles,

V SERIOUS-HUMOROUS: measured by subjective scales earnest-

flippant and serious-humoraus and by such objective

indicators as a low proportion of indefinite arti-

cles, a high proportion of indefinite and quantify-

ing determining adjectives, and a high number of

determiners (all auociated with the serious end of

the scale).

VI CHARACTERIZING-NARRATING: measured exclusively by objective

indicators: a law proportion of transitive verbs,

a high proportion of copulative verbs relative to

all verbs, a low number of proper nouns, a high pro-

portion of adjective clauses, ani a high proportion

of intransitive verbs. (This interpretation of the

factor, imidentally, could be checked by correlating

the factor scores with ratings of characterization vs.

narration.)
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Discussion and Conclusions

It cannot be claimed that this study tapped all possible dimensions
of style. As was pointed out:by Paul Diederich in a paper on factors in
judgments of writing ability (Diederich, French, & Carlton, 1961), other
dimensions of style might have been obtained through the use of further
subjective and objective measures. Nor can it be claimed that the dimen-
sions identified here adequately represent the aspects of style that
truly make the difference between great literature and mediocre litera-
ture. Nevertheless, some of the hopes in which the study was undertaken
seem to have been realized: the study points to some of the more obvious
characteristics of prose that have to be observed, mentioned, and duly
noted before the literary critic can really go to work.

The "style" dimensions identified here also may conceivably have
relationships to the personalities of writers. Although a really skill-
ful writer night be able to vary his style along any one of the dimensions,
a person whose written style exemplifies a consistent style profile could
possibly be shown to have certain corresponding personality characteris-
tics. For a preliminary study of this hypothesis, see Study X.

The study also has a bearing on the measurement of readability.
Before his death, Professor Irving Lorge supplied the writer with Lorge
Readability Ratings for each of the 150 passages in our Stib-adb-Treasury
of Literary Style. (The Readability Rating for passage 48, a selection
from a legal document that consisted of a single unfinished sentence, was
unusable because it gave the meaningless grade equivalent of 23.65.) The

various elements of Lorge's index, and the index itself, gave the follow-
ing correlations with factor scores from the style study for 149 passages:

Lorgemeasures

Av. Sentence
Length

Ratio of Prep.
Phrases

Ratio of Hard
Words

Readability
Index

FACT%

I II III
(Good- (Personal- (Cr-
Bad) Divers.) nate)

-.091

.026

.008

.013

-.169 .597

-.555 .501

.487

-.393 .714

IV V
(Abst.- (Serious-
Conc.) Humorous)

VI
(Characterizing-
Narration)

.052 .140 .169

-.100 .259 .176

-.138 -.002 .020

-.088 .126 .218

Evidently, the Lorge Readability Index is a composite indicator of
the "ornamental" amd "impersonal" aspects of style that make for difficulty
in reading. These results were discussed further by Lorge in a presenta-
tion at the 1960 ETS Invitational Conference on Testing Problems (Lorge,
1961; also reprinted in Anastasi, 1966, pp. 597-606), It would be desir-
able; however, to publish a full report of these findings.



Study IV

Opposite-Giving in Free Association Tests
as a Personality Variable

Jenkins (1960) had suggested that commonality of responses to free-
association tests might be an important indicator of personality, and had
assembled certain limited data supporting this suggestion. In attending
a conference at the University of Minnesota on Associative Processes in

Verbal Behavior (Jenkins, 1959), however, the principal investigator was
prompted to speculate that commonality as usually measured by the number
of "primary" responses a subject would give to a word-association test
might be a complex variable, partly dependent upon his tendency to give
ftopposites" or opposite-like responses to certain words that are higl'y

likely to evoke such respouses. An examination of word-association norms
(Russell & Jenkins, 1954) revealed that opposites are in all cases among
the five most frequent responses to words that indeed have opposites; in
28 out of 40 words in the Kent-Rosanoff list opposites are the most fre-
quent responses. It was thus hypothesized that there might be consistent
and reliable differences among Ss in their tendency to give opposites to
opposite-evoking words, and that these differences would be relatively
independent of the tendency to give "primary" responses to words which
do not have opposites. If such consistent individual differences could
be identified, it might be easier to relate them to personality variables.

Although responding to free-association tests is not a typical com-
munication skill, there has been a wealth of research demonstrating that
free-association responses are indicators of mental processes important
in verbal behavior and learning.

The first task was to study opposite-giving behavior in free-
association tests in order to confirm or disconfirm the hypothesis of
consistent individual differences in this behemior. This st..7_dy (Study

IV-A) was performed and reported on in the following article:

Carroll, John B., Kjeldergaard, Paul M., & Carton; Aaron S. Number of
opposites versus number of primaries as a response measure in free-
association tests. Journal of Verbal Learnin and Verbal Behavior,
1962, 1 (1), 22-30.

Study IV-A had several phases. In Phase I, project staff members classi-
fied words in the K-R (Kent-Rosanoff) list into three classes: (1) adjec-
tives having opposites; (2) nouns or verbs having opposites; and (3) words
not having opposites. Classes (1) and (2) were labeled opposite-evoking
stimuli (OES). All words considered appropriate opposites to the stimuli
were listed. The results were confirmed by giving a somewhat similar
task to 42 sophomore women at Simmons College (Boston). Fram these data
a scoring key for "opposites" was developed for use in later analyses.

The results were used to perform analyses of the Russell-Jenkins free-
association norms, supporting the conclusion that "commonality" is, in
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large part, a function of the tendency on the part of the Ss to respond
to a subset of stimulus words (OES) with responses which may be behavior-
ally defined as opposites." In Phase II, it vas shown that in a further
sample of free-association responses from 46 Simmons College undergraduates,
opposite-giving tendency was consistent (r = .84) from the first half to
the second half of the K-R list, while primary-response giving tendency to
nonopposite-evoking stimuli Showed a coefficient of only .46. The two
types of scores correlated only to the extent of .26 (not significant for
this sample). In Phase III, analyses were made of free-association
responses to the first 50 words of the K-R list by 344 suburban (Lynnfield,
Mhss.) high-school students, and a follow-up with the sane test on 211 of
these students 16 months later. The test-retest correlation for the oppo-
site responses was .65, for the primaries in response to nonopposite-
evoking stimuli this coefficient was .36. It was also found that high
opposite-givers tended to give different responses to the nonopposite -
evoking stimuli from those given by persons who never gave opposites. For
example, an "opposite-giver" will probably give moth as a response to
butterfly while a "nonopposite-giver" will most likely give insect to the
same stimulus.

A second task, was to explore the ralations between opposite-giving
tendencies and personality variables. This study (Study IV-B) was per-
forned and reported on in the following arti:le.

Kjeldergaard, Paul M., & Carroll, John B. Two measures of free associa-
tion response and their relations to scores on selected personality
and verbal ability tests. Psychological Reports, 1963, 12 667-670.

In Study IV-B, 231 senior high school students (rather heterogeneous in
ability and socioeconomic class status) were given two personality tests,
the Minnesota Counseling Inventory and the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament
Survey. These were the same students as had been used in the follow-up
phase of Study IV-A, and they had, of course, been given the K-R test on
both occasions. They had also been givcm, 16 months earlier, 27 verbal
paper-and-pencil dbility tests in connection with another study (Study VI)
in this sane program of research. The purpose 1484 to correlate the
association-test scores with both the personality inventory subscores and
the verbal ability test scores. To quote from the report, "Product-moment
correlations between thele scores [the association-test scores] and the
personality measures were consistently low; only six of the 72 rs (18 per-
sonality scales, two K-R scores, two sexes) reached significance at the
.05 level. All these [significant] correlations were from the girls' matrix;
the matrix for boys failed to yield any significant correlations. In both
matrices, male and female, the magnitude and sign of the correlations for
each of the K-R scores mere similar.

"A quite different correlational pattern emerges if one examines the
interrelationships between the 26 verbal tests and the two K-R scores.
Here the correlations with the opposite score are virtually all very close
to zero, whereas the correlations with the nonopposite primaries score
range from 0.00 to +0.30, 22 of the 26 correlations being significant at
the .05 level [the median r being .18] None of the relationships
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is of a sufficient magnitude to warrant excitement, but the presence of
consistent differences in the two arrays of correlations strongly sup-
ports the contention that the tendency to give or not to give opposites
is a verbal habit different from the tendency to respond with primary
responses to stimuli which do not evoke opposites. This conclusion is

further supported by the low correlations between the two K-R scores:
+.34 (u = .90) for the boys, and +.36 (N = 154) for the girlsQ"

Kjeldergaard. further showed (Kjeldergaard, 1962) that commonality
of scores of Ss instructed to give opposites were as high as commonality
scores of Ss who were told to respond with the most popular responses.

This phase of the project may-be regarded as completed. It estab-

lished (1) that there are reliable individual differences among Ss in
the tendency to give opposite or opposite-like responses to free-
association tests, (2) that this tendency has a relatively low correla-
tion (about .35) with the tendency to give primary responses to nonoppo-
site-evoking words; (3) that neither of these tendencies shows any sub-
stantial relationship to scores on two personality inventories (the

Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey and the Minnesota Counseling
Inventory); and (4) that opposite-giving tendency has hardly any rela-
tionship to aw of several verbal ability factors, but that the tendency
to give primaries to nonopposite-evoking words shows small but generally
positive correlations with verbal ability tests (median r = .18, range

fram -.13 to .30 in a set of 26 verbal ability tests).

Study V

Relationships between Oral and Written Spontaneous Compositions

In the original project proposal, Study V was to be "an experi-

mental study on the teaching of oral communication skills," but planning
of such a study was delayed because of the preoccupation of the staff
with other studies. In the third year of the project, it was realized
that time and funds would not pernit undertaking this study, and there-
fore it was dropped from the plans.

As a substitute for this, Dr. Robert Gardner, a Researc
on the project in its third year, proposed to make a study
ships between oral and written spontaneous compositions witil respect to
the style factors that had been identified in Study III. To this end, he

made arrangements to have from 100 to 150 students at Lynnfield (Mass.)

High School given an oral picture narration test in which the students
were directed to study a picture for a few minutes and then to tell a

story about it. The data were collected, but after examination of the
transcribed stories it was decided that there was too little variation
in them, with respect to literary style factors, to make ratings possible.
This particular project, therefore, was dropped, (See Study X, however,
for a somewhat similar project in which relations between ratings of
vritten thenes from the Lynnfield students and personality measures were
investigated.)



Study VI

A Comparison of Three Approaches to the Training
ct Written Composition Behavior

Introduction

In the original project proposal, Study VI was planned as "an
experimental study of the elicitation and training of written composi-
tion behavior," and it was suggested that a more natural style of
writing might be dbtained if students were asked to write under con-
siderable pressure and with lowered standards of quality. After study
of the literature on the teaching of writing ability, this plan seemed
less attractive than it had been originally. A doctoral candidate,
Frederic D. Weinfeld, took over responsibility for the project, and
after considerable discussion with other staff members decided to mod-
ify the plan by the wddition two other treatments besides (1) quan-
tity production, namely, (2) teaching of "structural grammar," and
(3) the teaching of logic and organization of thought. Further, treat-
ment (1) was altered to emphasize the teaching of various techniques
for getting "fluency" in writing. Extensive pretesting and posttesting
of students in various verbal abilities as well as theme-writing ability
was to be done in order to study what transfer effects of the various
treatments could be dbserved.

This turned out to be a major enterprise because of the extensive
testing that was done and. the (12-week) duration of the experimental
treatments. Experimental and control classes were set up in both Concord
and Lynnfield high schools. The work was done in the academic year 1958-
59, i.e., in the second year of the study, and Mr. Veinfeld was able to
present his doctoral thesis in the spring of 1959, entitled, "A factor
analytic approach to the measurement of differential effects of training:
an evaluation of three methods of teaching English composition." It may
be of interest to note that the test data collected in Lynnfield were
used in several other studies conducted in this program of research, nota-
bly Study IV.

As far as the n'incipal Investigator is aware, Dr. Weinfeld has not
pUblished the results of this study in the standard literature. His
thesis, however, is available from the Harvard Graduate School of Educa-
tion library.

To summarize this study, we shall quote from the Abstract included
in the theilis4

"The teaching of English composition has been selected as the field
to be investigated in this study primarily because so little empirical
research has been done in this important area. Three experimental methods
of teaching have been devised, basea on many of the suggestions, findings
and proposals made in the literature: the Verbal Fluency method, taught
predominantly in the 9th grade; the Structural Grammar method, taught in
the 10th grade; and the Logical Structure method, taught in the llth grade.
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,

"The Verbal Fluency method of teaching English composition followed
from the strong belief that students learn writing only by writing and
not by doing grammatical drills, The basic idea was to have the students
write as much and as often as possible. Some writing was done every day.
It was hoped that such quantity writing together with other verbal exer-
cises would increase the writing ability and the verbal and ideational
fluency of the student. The emphasis at first was on quantity production
of writing; as the student developed ease and flow in his writing the
qualitative aspects were stressed. In order to relieve the teacher from
correcting the extra volume of written work which was produced, class
correction of papers was attempted as well as cooperative correction of
selected student papers. The latter technique served a double purpose.
On one hand it supplied the student with related material for grammati-
cal drill; on the other hand it served as a means for developing clarity
in writing and exactness in expression. The approach to the teaching of
grammar in this method was a functional one. Only the more common major
errors made by the students were selected by the teacher for special or
further elucidation in class. There was no formal teaching of grammatical
principles, rules, usage, or sentence structure, as such. In the writing
of papers and during the correction of papers emphasis was placed upon
saying what is meant. Exact expression of words and ideas, diction,
clarity, and rhetoric were stressed. The student devoted himself to try-
ing to develop a facility in finding the exact words to express his
thoughts.

"The class time in the Verbal Fluency method and in the other exper-
imental methods was divided into four half-period sections. One half-
hour, or half-period, was devoted to class exercises designed to stimu-
late and develop verbal and ideational fluency. Word games, puzzles,
training in synonyms and antonym) word and idea listing, word exercises
involving the use of the dictionary and of Roget's Thesaurus, and similar
exercises were carried on during this time. One half-hour was spent in
writing in class. Another half-hour was spent in class correction of
papers. The final half-hour was consumed by cooperative correction of
selected student papers. Some writing) even if only a short paragraph)

was expected of these students every day.

"The Structural Grammar method emphasized the teaching of functional
linguistic patterns, structural groups, and form classes. Formal gram-
matical nomenclature and rules were replaced by structural and functional
language patterns. It was hoped. that the training in these structural
principles of language would give the student a better and more funda-
mental understanding of the EngliSh language and that he would be able to
use this knowledge in his own writing. The teaching materials of the
Structural Grammar method were presented by the teachers in a formal man-
ner. In the writing of papers and during the period of cooperative cor-
rection, emphasis was placed on grammatical patterns, good usage, and
sentence structure.

"The Structural Grammar teachers devoted one half-period to class
instruction in the basic principles of language structure using Robert's
Patterns of English (1956) as their text and guide. One half-period was
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spent on class exercises and oral and written drill on the structural
principles taught. A half-period of class writing was devoted to relat-
ing the formal structural grammar instruction with the actual writing
skills of the students. The final half-period Was devoted to cooperative
correction of student papers.

"The third method, the Logical Structure method, had as its under-
lying precept the concert that good thinking underlies good writing.
Training in reasoning and logic and in outlining and organization was
considered to be beneicial to student writing. Direction and instruc-
tion in reasoning, clear thinking, and organization would enable the
more mature high school student to improve his written compositions.
The approach to the teaching of grammar in this method was a functional
one. Only the mnre common major errors made by the students in their
papers were discussed. There was no formal teaching of grammatical
principles as sueh. Clear thinking was stressed at all times and atten-
tion was directed to the reasoning process and the meaning of words.
The written work:has Checked primarily for its organization and for the
thinking involved. Stress was placed upon explaining what was thought
and the reasons which led to such conclusions. It was hoped that a
careful and thoughtful approach to writing would greatly improve its
quality.

"The Logical Structure method devoted one half-period to class
instruction in various aspects of clear and critical thinking, such as:
formal logic, syllogisms, definitions, false analogies, scientific
method, and inductive and deductive errors. One half-period was spent
in class exercises, oral and written, in the above material. Tbe next
half-period was devoted to training in the development and use of outlines
in theme writing. The final half-hour wss spent on the structural ele-
ments of a written composition. This included standard units in the topic
sentence, paragraph organization, and theme unity.

"The control groups consisted of those classes which were taught by
the teacher's own standard method of procedure. In these classes the
individual teacher used any method of traditional teaching as long as it
was distinctive from any of the experimental methods.

"The teaehers of each method met together once a week in a small
workshop where they reported their progress and discussed techrlques,
methods, and materials. The experimental teaching was conducted along
the lines of action research. That is, ideas which in practice worked
out poorly in the classroom were discarded. A successful idea developed
by one teacher was communicated in the wmkshop to the other teachers.
Successful ideas and methods used in one school system were passed along
to the parallel workshop in the other school system. Each teacher
received a directive outlining the general procedures to be followed.
Mimeographed materials were prepared and distributed to the teachers.
New materials were prepared whenever the teachers voiced such needs.
Word games and exercises together with topics for themes were distributed
to the Verbal Fluency teachers. Selections and exercises from the Roberts'
text were mimeographed for class use in the Structural Grammar method.
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lesson paans for the teacher were also prepared. The teachers of the
Logical Structure method received a bibliography of pertinent books and
articles as well as a guide to clear and critical thinking in lesson
plan form.

"Approximately two-fifths of the weekly class time (two periods)
was set aside for experimental teaching. This is the class time in which
the teacher normally would have taken up grammar amd composition. The
training phase of the experiment was approximately ten weeks.

"Two school systems, Concord and Lynnfield, Massachusetts, partici-
pated in this study. There were eleven cooperattag teachers in the two
schools, who were randomly assigned to their respective experimental
methods. These teachers did not have any previous training or experi-
ence with the experimental methods. They varied in ability, experience,
and interest in the experimental methods. The subjects of the experiment
were approximately 800 students, boys and girls, of the entire 9th, 10th,
and llth grades in the Concord and Lynnfield High Sdhools. Mbst of the
students took part in the pretesting and posttesting sessions, which took
place ia September and in February, respectively.

"The experiment was replicated by conducting it in a parallel fashion
in the two schools at the same time. In each grade, in the two schools,
one teacher was chosen as the teacher for the primary study. These
teachers taught a control class and also one, or often two, of their
classes by an experimental method. In addition to the six teachers in
the primary study there were two alternate teachers. The other three
teachers participated in a secondary study whichwill be reported at a
later dates,

"The selection of the test battery was determined on the whole by
the fact that a factor analysis of the data was proposed. Since the study
was concerned with English composition, the variaus known factors which
might be involved in the ability to write a composition were selected as
relevant to the investigation. The various fluency factors, Word Fluency,
Ideational Fluency, Fluency of Expression, and Associational Fluency,
were considered relevant to this study because of the type of training
involved in the Verbal Fluency method. The Verbal factor was of course
selected since this ability is very probably invblved in writing ability
and in all experimental methods including that of Structural Grammar.
Since the Logical Structure method involved trainirg in reasoning and
organization, it was assumed that the factors of Incluctive and Deductive
Reasoning might be functioning in writing ability and. so these two rea-
soning factors were also selected. Twenty-three tests, which had been
used in previous factor analyses and whose factorial composition was known,
were chosen as measures of the seven selected factors. A theme, which was
to be written by the students and rated on five separate scales, was also
included in the test battery.

"The paradigm of this study included the battery of pretests admin-
istered to all the students of the two school systems, a ten-week period
of classroom training using the three different methods of teaching English
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composition, and the identical test battery administered over again as
the posttests. The resulting test scores were correlated and then
factored. Seven factors were extracted by the principal axis nethod
of factor analysis. The first six factors were then rotated to psycho-
logical significance by Carroll's Oblimin analytic method.

"An exceptionally clear factorial structure emerged after the
rotation. Most of the tests were pure tests and had a major loading
on only one factor. A few tests had minor loadings on a second factor,
and only one test was complex, having minor loadings on three factors.

"Factor A was identified as Theme Writing since all four theme
ratings were loaded on this factor. No other tests had loadings on
this factorv It is probably the sane factor as the Writing Skill factor
found by Harris (1948), which was also defined by similar subjective
ratings on a sample student theme.

"Factor B uas very clearly the Ideational Fluency factor. The six
tests postulated to measure Ideational Fluency all had high loadings on
this factor. In addition two tests postulated to measure Fluency of
Expression had moderate loadings on this factor. Factor C appeared to
be Thurstone's (1938) factor of Verbal Relations. In addition to the
tests of the Verbal factor, the Words in Sentences test had a fairly
high loading on this factor also. Factor D was without question the
familiar Word Fluency factor. All tests of Word Fluency, including the
reference tests, were loaded on this factor. Factor E was identified
as the composite Reasoning factor. All the tests postulated to be mea-
sures of both the Inductive and Deductive Reasoning factors were loaded
on Factor E.

"The sixth Factor F was the only factor which presented any diffi-
cu2ty in interpretation. There seemed to be two separate abilities
involved in these tests. One was the speed of producing words fitting
certain general restrictions, and the other ability was the production
of specific words which are appropriate to a given concept. This factor
might be considered to be the Speed of Eduction of Appropriate EXpression;
homever, it was considered that this factor was similur enough to the
factor of Fluency of Expression found by other investigators to be identi-
fied by that name.

"The pretest factor scores for each individual student on the six
factors were computed by Harman's (Holzinger & Harman, 1941) "Shortened"
method using the pretest scores and the factor score coefficients derived
from the factor matrix. Then the posttest factor scores for these stu-
dents were also computed using the posttest scores and the same factor
score coefficients. Both the pre- and posttest factor scores were com-
puted on the basIs of the initial factor matrix so as to enable their
later comparison.

"The experimental and control classes were now compared on the basis
of their standardized and transformed factor scores. For every pair of
classes a separate two-way analysis of variance with covariance adjustments
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was performed for each factor. The posttest factor scores of the classes
were adjusted on the basis of initial ability as shown by their pretest
factor scores The null hypothesis tested stated that there was no dif-
ference between the posttest factor scores of the experimental class and
those of the control class taught by the same teacher, the classes being
matched statistically on the basis of p....etest factor scores.

"The covariance analyses revealed that there were distinctive and
significant gains made by certain classes in each of the six factor areas.
These gains made by the students in the various verbal abilities mere
gains over and above the comparison class taught by the same teacher.
These significant improvements in the verbal abilities were partly due to
transfer and not wholly due to direct learning, for the test battery
included some verbal tasks which were not practiced upon even in the
experimental classes. Gains on these tests, therefore, were partly
caused by the transfer from learning activities in the classroom which
had MOB underlying similarity to the test tasks.

"The spread and amount of improvement effected varied according to
the individual teacher and according to the method of training used.
Each of the methods of teaching, including the control group, improved
certain areas of verbal ability. Certain teacher differences were
evident as well as differences in classes of various levels of dbility.
Two teachen, tathough using the same methodl did not necessarily pro-
duce the same results since their teaching and method of presentation of
material was modified by their own ability, personality, interest, and
previaus manner of teaching. Nevertheless, it was found that each of
the three experimental methods could be taught effectively by ordinary
classroom teachers without any special training.

"It was hypothesized that each of the three experimental methods
would be superior to a conventional method of teaching Ehglish composi-
tion in the writing of themes. Only the Verbal Fluency method was
found, in one class, to produce superior results in the writing of
themes. However, the lack of a significant difference between the
classes does not suggest that the experimental groups did not gain,
rather, it means that the gains of the two groups were approximately
equal.

"One hypothesis had stated that the Verbal Fluency method would.
improve the abilities underlying all three fluency factors and even yer-
haps the Verbal Relations factor. Most parts of this hypothesis were
borne out. The factor scores on Word Fluency and on Fluency of Expres-
sion were improved by the specific training as expected. However,
Ideational Fluency was not improved by this method even though specific
training techniques were employed in the experimental class, nor was
the Verbal Relations ability improved. Finally, the Writing ability, as
measured by factor scores, was improved in one class taught by this method.

"It second hypothesis predicted that the Structural Grammar method
would improve the abilities underlying the Verbal Relations factor and
perhaps the Inductive Reasoning factor. This hypothesis was borne out.
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Both of these abilities were improved in some of the experimental
classes. In addition) it was found that in one class Ideational Fluency
and Fluency of Expression were also impraved even though the teaching
had not been directed to develop fluency.

"A third hypothesis predicted that the abilities underlying the two
Reasoning factors would be improved by the Logical Structure method,
This hypothesis was borne out in one class which improved in general
Reasoning ability. In addition it was found that the three fluency
abilities had also been improved significantly in some of the experi-
mental classes. Evidently the training in the Logical Structure nethodl
which included training in words and their meanings and connotations)
brought about this unexpected increase in the three fluency factors.

"Apart from the superior improvement derived from the three exper-
inental teaching methods) the control) or conventional method of teach-
ing also produced superior improvement in certain areas in some classes.
The control group as taught by one 9th grade teacher produced a superior
improvement in Ideational Fluency and in Verbal Relations. A 10th grade
control class improved in Theme Writing ability and another Non-College
control class improved in Ideational Fluency and in Word Fluency. The
control class of an llth grade teacher impraved in Reasoning and Fluency
of Expression) as did the control class of a 9th grade alternate teacher.
These control class gains were mostly in Concord and were generally
sporadic. They do not represent any trend) but rather variatioi.s due to
individual methods of instruction used by the teachers in their 'regular'
methods of teaching.

"Another stated purpose of this study was to determine whether the
abilities underlying the factors are amenable to training. It was hy-
pothesized that the abilities represented by the cognitive factors are
ccIpable of being improved by special training, This hypothesis was
borne out completely. Every factor ability was f.,and to have been
improved by at least one of the three methods. That is) the factor
scores increased significantly over the normal increase due to learning
and naturation. Ryas demonstrated that when an ability had been
improved) most of the tests highly loaded on the same factor had also
increased.

"Once improved) a factor abilitr :;.s capable of improving perfornance
on other tasks which utilize this ability to some degree. Knowledge of
the teaching methods causing such an improvenent is therefore of great
value to education. The factors found most amenable to improvenent are
the three fluency factors. The other ')roader factors are also capable
of improvement but perhaps require more training or specialized training.

"Another hypothesis stated that the cognitive factors act as the
common elements in the transfer situations. This hypothesis was not
adequately proved; neverthlezs; it does appear tenable since none of
the results of the study conflicted with it. The hypothesis may possibly
be validated by a replication of this study or by using a different
experimental design. This 1Typothesis was partially validated) but not



rigorously, in that in several cases an increase in the mean factor score

of a group of individuals resulted in the corresponding increase in the

mean score of all tests loaded on that factor.

"The factor analytic approach to the problem of determining the
effects of specific training appears to be a useful tool with which to

proceed in further investigations of other aspects of school learning.

The research design used in this study has developed, it is believed,

into a sensitive instrument for measuring and assessing individual

abilities and differences. Such a design could also be used to investi-

gate the differential effects of training in other cognitive ability areas

as well. It remains for future educational research to proceed along

these lines, making use of the factorial approach to learning and to

transfer, and to investigate the various conditions, teaching methods, and

curriculums which would produce the maximum amount of improvement. Various

teaching methods need to be reappraised in this light. This factorial

design, by noting the areas of improvement) seems to be an aprropriate

technique for examining the various changes due to specific teaching and

for determining what teaching methods would:be best suited for the improve-

ment of certain abilities."

This study is considered complete.

Study VII

A Study of Home Background Variables
Affecting Communicative Skills

One of the most important studies included in this program of research

was concerned with home background and early childhood experiences that

might be shown to be related to the development of communication skills,

particularly those in speech behavior. This study constituted the second

part of the doctoral thesis undertaken by Michael Marge, a Research Assis-

tant during the first two years of the project, already mentioned in

connection with Study I. That is, having isolated a number of significant
dimensions of communication behavior in Study I, Marge then turned to the

analysis of data on the early childhood experiences of his sample in an

effort to find relationships.

The results of this study were reported in Marge's doctoral disserta-

tion:

Marge, Michael. Home background influences on the develoraent of oral

communication skills in children. Unpublished Doctor's Thesis,

Harvard Graduate School of Education, 1959.

and also in an article published in a journal:

Marge, Michael. The influence of selected home background variables on
the development of oral coimunication skills in children. Journal

of Speech and Hearing_Research, 1965, 8, 291-309.



For a summary of this study, we quote from the abstract in Marge's
thesis. Part of this abstract covers the factor-analytic study that has
already been summarized under Study I.

"The study of verbal behavior has achieved a position of increasing
importance in the minds of child psychologists and educators. Language
ability conceived as an integral part of the personality structure of an
individual has been the source of fruitful research about general cate-
gories of human behavior. Therefore, as in the cae of the research
reported here, the development of language is studied in its relationship
to antecedent influences on personality development. The interest of
this investigation concerns parental behavioral and attitudinal variables
in their relation to the growth and pattern of child behavior. Specifi-
cally, the study focuses upon certain home background factors as possible
antecedents of the development of speaking skills in preadolescent
children.

"An extensive review of the clinical and research literature of
home background influences on personality and language development led
to the conclusion that an association between early hcae practices and
parental attitudes on the one hand, and the child's language growth, on
the other, does exist, though a direct cause-effect relationship is
generally not reported. Many intervening influences, sone which have
never been identified, either lessen or accentuate the effects.

"Three theoretical constructs representing hone background
influences--Pernissiveness vs. Strictness, No Demands vs. High Demands,
and Techniques of Training for Implementing the Demands--were selected
as the antecedent variables. The first antecedent variable, that of
Permissiveness vs. Strictness, refers to the degree to which the parent
circumscribes and limits the child's physical and psychological behavior.
The second construct, No Demands vs. High Demands, refers to the kinds
of standards of behavior and achievements which the parent sets for the
child at different ages and developmental stages. Techniques of Training,
the third theoretical construct, represents all the practices which the
parent employs in order to implement her denands. Each of the three con-
structs contained a number of specific scales, which, in combination, were
felt to represent the dimension underlying the construct.

"The experimental sample was ciimprised of 143 eleven year old sub-
jects, their parents and their teachers. Aatbough extensive data were
collected about these youngsters when they were intensively studied
three years previously in the Harvard-Newton Reading Study, further
information about specific home influences on speech development and the
speaking abilities of the children had to be dbtained in order to meet
the needs of the research design.

"Three basic testing instruments were developed: the Parent Ques-
tionnaire, the Teacher Rating Form, and the Speech Experts' Rating Form.
Procedures for testing included the graup administration of the Parent
Questionnaire, which requested information about the child-rearing
practices and attitudes of the parents toward speech, the administration
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of the Teacher Rating Form, which requested each teacher of the subjects
in the study to Observe the speech and personality characteristics of
the child and rate him on a number of behavior scales, and the administra-
tion of the Speech Skills Battery, which was conducted, by the experimenter
in both individual and group sessions with the children and which yielded
a number of important scores of speech skill as well as a tape recording
of the subjects' speech which was later rated by two speech specialists
on the Speech Experts' Rating Form.

"An intercorrelation matrix of forty syee-h variables felt to repre-
sent the dimension of speaking ability was computed. This was submitted
to a factor analysis by means of the principal axes method. The resulting
factor matrix was then rotated by the Carroll oblimin method.

"Seven factors were extracted which were interpreted as follows:

"Factor 1 - General Speaking Ability as assessed by Speech Experts:
described by a need for oral expression, free from distraction and. hesita-
tion phenomena, and originating from an extenstve supply of linguistic
responses.

"Factor 2 - Motor Skill in Speaking: described, by tasks calling for
the rapid repetition of syllables.

"Factor 3 - Speech Dominance: described by the monopolizing, domi-
nating, overwhelming type of behavior in oral communicative situations.

"Factor 4 - Non-distracting Speech Behavior: described by verbal
characteristics of speakers which do not draw attention to how the com-
munication is presented.

"Factor 5 - Voice Quality: described by artimlation, pronuncia-
tion and fluency as well as pleasantness of voice.

"Factor 6 - Language Maturity in Speech Examination: described
by grammatical usage, pronunciation, complexity of sentence structure and
vocabulary - speech elements which are criteria of the level of language
development of an individual.

"Factor 7 - General Speaking Ability as Assessed by Teachers:
similar to Factor 1 in the type of ability represented. Variables load-
ing highly on this factor are from the Teacher Rating Form.

"Three of these factors, Factors 1, 6 and 7,were considered most
pertinent for the purposes of this study and therefore, factor scores
were computed for each of the subjects on the three tactors. These
factor scores were used as criterion measures of speaking skill.

"Intercorrelations of the antecedent variables and the three cri-
terion measures were obtained and studied in view of the formulated
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hypotheses which predicted positive curvilinear relationships* between
the 'rernissiveness' and 'demands' variables on the one hand, and Factor
Scores 1 and 7 on the other, while linear relationships were expected
between these antecedent variables and Factor Score 6. Technique vari-
ables were expected to relate linearly with each of the three criterion
measures.

"The following are the results of the analyses:

"(1) Permissiveness of mothers as defined by this thesis was found
to be unrelated to the development of general speaking ability in older
children. But perndsrive mothers were found to have children who achieve
higher scores in language maturity. The results further suggest that
boys mho achieve higher speaking scores have been exposed to warm, indul-
gent and permissive types of child-rearing practices, whereas girls with
better speaking skills were found to come from homes which were cold and
strict.

"(2) Parental demands were not found to be strongly related either
to general speaking ability as evaluated by speech specialists or to
language maturity. However, a marked relationship was discovered between
parental demands and general speakihg ability as assessed by teachers.
The best single demand predictor of each criterion measure was Expecta-
tions in Education for the Child by the Mother.

"(3) Generally, greater uses of techniques of speech training in
the home did lead to higher scores on general speaking ability as rated
by both the speech specialists and the teachers. Use of speech training
techniques did not seem related to Factor Score 6, Language Mhturity in
the Sreech Examination.

"(10 The difference between the ratings of speech specialists and
teachers was explained in terms of the nature of the test situation and
of the types of cues available to each in the process of evaluating the
speaking ability- of the subjects. The measures which constitute Factor
1 axe speech experts' ratings of a two-minute impromptu talk given by the
subject in a personal speech examination by the experimenter individually.
Factor 7 is comprised of measures based on teachers' ratings of the sub-
ject's speech performance in the classroom. In these ratings teachers
were Alt to have relied, in part, on cues from their knowledge of the
child's IQ, home background, social popularity and achievement, whereas
the sreech experts had to rely only on cues furnished by a speech
recording.

"Suggestions for future research include the development of ante-
cedent variables represented by factor scores obtained from a factor

*"Positive curvilinear relationship" is used here to mean that as
the antecedent variable increases: the consequent variable increases up
to a certain optimum point; after that point, as the antecedent increases,
the consequent decreases.
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analysis of hcae background variables; longitudinal studies of child
language development; the study of peer-group influences on the speech
behavior of the preadolescent; a study of speech training methods which
can be readily adopted by the public school to help improve speaking
skills in children; and an investigation of the language abilities of
the mother, father and child in their relation to home background influ-

ences on language growth."

This study is regarded as complete.

Study VIII

Factor Analysis of Verbal Ability Variables in
Relation to Written Communicative Skills

The nuMber VIII was assigned to the factor-analytic phase of
Weinfeld's study, already described. under Study VI, which see.

Therefore) this study is regarded as complete.

Study DC

Factor Analysis of Speech and Personality
Variables Measured in Study VII

After the completion of Study VII (Michael Marge) it was thought
that the relations between the speech variables and the personality amd
background variables night be clarified by a factor-analytic approach.
On re-examination of the correlations, however, it was decided that the
approach taken by Marge, i.e., interpretation of the correlations between
antecedent variables and factor scores had been adequate and that a new
factor analysis would do little more than reconfirm the relationships
identified by Marge.

This planned study, therefore, was dropped.
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Study X

Relations between Personality and Written Composition Style

This study was planned as a sequel to Study III. Rather than using
literary productions of professional writers to identify style factors, we

planned to rate style factors from high school students' compositions, and
at the same time study the relation of these factors to scores on personal-
ity tests and other data.

Method

Sample. The Ss were boys and girls in the 10th, llth, and 12th grades
of the senior high school ,of a semi-rural suburb (Lynnfield, Mass.) in the

Boston metropolitan area. All students in these grades were tested, but
some cases had to be eliminated because of incomplete data for various
reasons--absence on one testing day, failure to finish one or more of the

tests, etc. The data presented here are based on N's ranging from 100 to
156 for the boys, and 96 to 145 for the girls.

Measures,. The measures may 1.)e considered under three categories:
personality tests, self-ratings of personality, and theme ratings.

1. Persona]4y tests. Two personality tests were given, the Minnesota

Counseling Inventory MCI and the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey
(GZTS). Scores for each S on 18 personality scales were thus obtained--
eight from the MCI and 10 from the GZTS. Raw scores were used in the analy-
sis, as the GZTS standard scores are grouped in five-point intervals and
consequently the criterion of continuity could not be met for the subse-
quent correlational analysis. Because the same raw score may indicate the
presence of different degrees of a particular characteristic for the two
groups, the analyses were done separately for boys and girls.

2. Self-ratings. The Ss were asked to rate themselves on 21 bipolar
seven-point scales in semantic differential format, as follows:

1. excitable - calm
2. messy - neat

*3. subtle - Obvious
*4. serious - humorous
*5. earnest - flippant
*6. rational - emotional
7. immature - mature
8. insensitive - sensitive
9. tense - relaxed

*10. affected - natural
*11. interesting - boring
12. sincere - insincere

*13. complex - simple
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14. sociable - unsociable
*15. unpleasant - pleasant
16. careful - careless

*17. disorderly - orderly
*18. wordy - not wordy
*19. personal - impersonal
20. competitive - cooperative
21. follower - leader

The scales indicated with an asterisk (*) were identical to scales also used
in the theme ratings (to be discussed below), except that the theme rating
scale corl,sponding to No. 18, "wordy - not wordy" was "wordy - succinct.'
The directions to the Ss were as follows:

"The purpose of this test is to determine what you think about
yourself. On the following page you will find the word 'me' and below
it a set of scales. You are asked to rate yourself on each of these
scales in exactly the sane way that you rated the voices you heard
earlier [this has reference to Study II, which also used these subjects].

"Your answers are confidential and, as all materials are coded by
number as soon as they are received, nobody will be able to see how you
rated yourself. If there are any scales on which you strongly object
to rating yourself, skip them. Remember this material is for research
purposes and the value of this study depends upon your answering as
accurately and honestly as possible."

3. Theme ratings. In preparation for the obtaining of these measures,
a TAT-type photograph was made especially for this project (Figure 1).

Copies of this pthotograpth were offset-printed and included in the Ss' test-
booklets. Ss were asked to write a story for which the picture could be
used as an illustration. The instructions were as follows:

"In this part of the experiment, you are asked to use your imaginar
tion in creating a stmy. On the following page you will find a picture.
We want you to write a story such that this picture could be used as an
illustration for it. Tear the picture out of the booklet so that you
can refer to it as you. write. (Turn the picture in with your booklet at
the end of the experimental session.)

"DO NOT MERELY DESCRIBE THE PICTURE. Try to invent an interesting
story about it. The way you write the story is completely up to you.
However, we suggest that you try to include what had led up to the sit-
uation, what is happening now, and what the outcome will be. Do your

very best.

'Write your story on the ruled paper providedl and if possible use
only one side of eath sheet. However, if you run out of paperi use the
back of the pages you've already written on."
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In giving the Ss the task of writing an imaginative story, it was
hoped that they would exhibit personal characteristics in their handling
of the story in a way that night not occur if their task involved simple
exposition or argumentation.

The resulting stories were inspected and a few which were not of
sufficient length to make ratings possible were discarded. The remaining
stories were then rated by four raters on 27 scales. Six of the scales
were designed to be ratings of the content of the passage, while 18 were
designed to be ratings of the "style" of the passage. Twenty of the
scales were chosen from those used in a study of dimcnsions of prose style
in a sample of 150 passages of English prose (see Study III). From each
of five factors identified in that study, the four scales having the high-
est loadings on the factor were chosen. A sixth factor, Characterizing-
Narration, yielded no loadings greater than .17 on any rating scales in
the previous study and was therefore not considered here. Table 1 presents
the scales used in this study and the key loadings that had been obtained
on the five factors of style in the previous study. The aim was to obtain
evaluations of the Ss' stories on the several dimensions found to be
descriptive of prose style.

Table 2 presents the complete set of theme-rating scales used in the
present study, in the form in which they were presented to the raters. As
may be noted, the semantic differential format was utilized. Scale A, at
the head of the form, was included as a check on the extent to which the
Ss followed directions, but results from this scale were not included in
the correlational analysis. Scales 25 and 26 were included for the pur-
poses of another study for which the same students were being used as sub-
jects. Four additional scales that were not derived from the previous
study (scales 1, 3, 15, and 21) were included to get at postulated dimen-
sions not covered or not fully covered by the other scales. For example,
scale 15, orderly-disorderly, was added to the list to provide a measure of
compulsivity.

The four raters, who were teachers or college graduates with advanced
work in English, were given written instructions similar to those used in
the previous study of literary style (Study III). It was emphasized to
them, however, that since they were not rating the work of professional
writers, they should interpret their standards in sach a way as to use the
full range of ratings on each scale with respect to this particular set of
stories. Each rater met with the experimenter, rated one story, and dis-
cussed the scales and the method of making ratings. The final score on
each scale for each subject was the total of all four ratings. For a small
number of stories that were rated by only,three raters, the scores were
prorated to estimate what the score would have been with four ratings. (No
study of the reliability of these ratings has been made, but the communali-
ties of the final ratings in the factor analysis pmovide lower-bound esti-
mates for their reliabilities.)

Procedure. All data were gathered in two testing sessions, separated
by a period of a few months. The two personality tests were given in the
first session, which was of about two hours' length. A number of Ss could
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Table 1

Key Loadings of Twenty Theme Rating Scales on
Factors of Prose Style in Study III

Scale

goodbad
pleasant--unpleasant
strong--weak
interesting--boring

personal--impersonal
intimateremote
emotional--rational
vigorous--placid

florid--plain
succinct--wordy
lush--austere
natural--affected

subtleobvious
abstractconcrete
complexsimple
profoundsuperficial

earnest--flippant
serioushumorous
masculineferninine
meaningfulmeaningless

Factor
Aumilwmmo,

General
Stylistic Ptrsonal Ornamen- Abstract- Serious-

aluation Affect tation ness ness

A

01101011M1101111..,..41111111mill11=111111

.95

.88

.88

.84

AIME MEM.

.83

.82

.77

.63

.66

-.65

.55
-.51

\

.71

.70

.58

.41
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Rating Sheet for Style Samples
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not finish them in the tine allowed, and were called from study halls to
complete them a few days later. During the second testing period, Ss first
wrote their stories, and then completed the self-ratings. (They also per-
formed some tasks for another study.) The Ss were in their homerooms for
the experiment; instructions for the testing were read over the school's
public address system. The long period between the administration of the
personality tests and the collecting of themes and self-ratings probably
insured a greater degree of experimental independence between the measures;
students were at no tine told that the study concerned relationships
between the personality measures and the performance on written composition.

Method of Analysis. Separate correlational and factor analyses were
made for boys and for girls. Each correlation matrix had 68 variables:
26 theme-ratings, 21 self-ratings, 10 scales from the GZTS and 8 scales
from the MCI. Nb transformations of variables were made; ordinary
Pearsonian product-moment correlations were computed by a "missing data"
routine that permitted each correlation to be based on the number of cases
available for that correlation. (Because of the large number of correla-
tions involved, no investigation of possible curvilinearity of regression
was made.) Factor analysis was accomplished by the principal components
method using initial estimates of communalities based on the highest abso-
lute value of a correlation in each array; varimax rotations were performed
on the characteristic vectors having latent roots greater than unity.

Results

The correlation and factor matrices resulting from these analyses are
on file. Only the major results will be summarized here.

In the case of both the boys' and girls' matrices, 12 vectors had
latent roots greater than one. All rotated factors were "interpretable";
it :/r3 mossible, therefore, that more factors could have been rotated.

Table 3 shows the mean, S.D., and communality for each variable for
boys and the commnnalities only for girls. Unfortunately, the means and
S.D.'s for the pals are not available at this writing, the relevant data
sheets having been lost.

As noted earlier, the communalities provide a lower-bound estimate of
the reliabilities. For the boys, communalities of theme-ratings range from
-336 to .959, with a median at .802; for the girls, they range km .473 to
.930 with a median of .805. There is a suggestion in the data that the
communality is partly a function of the amount rif variance. But a more
interesting finding is that among the variables that have highest communal-
ities (hence, probably, highest reliabilities) are the scales having to do
with the evaluative dimension--022d-bad, weak-strong, peasleasaunant,
and bortg-interestira. This contrasts with the finding of Study III, in
which it vas reported that ratings of the Evaluative dimension had rela-
tively low reliabilities. In that study, however, the variarces of ratings
on the Evaluative dimension were probably relatively low, possibly because
most of the passages rated were published writings by professional writers.
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Table 3
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Means, S.D.'s, and Communalities for Variables in Study X

Variable
No. Description Mean

Theme-Ratings
1

1 morbid-gay 13.72

2 abstract--concrete 20.61

3 happy-sad 16047

4 subtle-dbvious 18.79

5 superficial--profound 11.60

6 meaningful-meaningless 13.33

7 wordy-succinct 16.44

8 simple-complex 13.68

9 boring-interesting 17.58

10 flippant--earnest 18.85

11 remote-intimate 15.10

12 vigorous-placid 13.79

13 plain--florid 13.39

14 weak-strong 16.67

15 orderly-disorder1y 13.63

16 humorous-serious 19.55

17 pleasant--unpleasant 15.76

18 austere-lush 14.65

19 affected--natural 19.09

20 good-bad 15.04

21 optimistic-pessimistic 15.42
22 impersonal-personal 14.54

23 rational--emotional 14.08
24 feminine-masculine 18.78
25 author: evaluates--is indifferent 14.78

26 characters: evaluate--are indif-
ferent

10.89

27
28
29
30
31
32

33
34

35
36

37

38

39

"2
Self-Ratings : Die

Boys Girls

h

4.66 .855 .868

3.70 .455 .633

4.07 .879 .885

3.54 .593 .728

3.08 .644 .701

3.62 .635 .647

3.99 .512 .603

4.68 .769 .807

4.85 .937 .878

5.96 .886 .847

5.09 .918 .868

4.87 .825 .718

4.30 .843 .896

5.66 .959 .926

4,68 .799 .707

5.11 .891 .832

4.49 .907 .896

2.82 .786 .828

3.64 .682 .692

5.34 .958 .930

4.02 .805 .803

5.45 .903 .871

3.72 .476 .473

3.47 .336 .478

4.97 .621 .6o1

6.10 .624 .599

excitable-calm 3.77 1.72 .419 .549

messy-neat 4.97 1.54 .510 .603

subtle--obvious 4.01 1.53 .236 .691

bumorous-serious 3.08 lt49 .155 .817

earnest-flippant 3.36 1.49 .433 .602

rational-emotimal 3.97 1.45 .441 .6)1

immature-mature 5.36 1.13 .378 .612

insensitive-sensitive 4.75 1.49 .375 .285

tense-relaxed 4.48 1.67 .471 .532

affected-natural 5.11 1.49 .349 .245

interesting--boring 3.39 1.18 .478 .252

sincere-insincer 2.65 1.11 .426 .501

corplex-simple 3.32 1.26 .177 .849
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Table 3 (continued)

Variable
No.

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

57

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Description

Boys

Mean S.D.

sociable--unsociable 2.60 1.36
unpleasant--pleasant 5.34 1.0
careful--careless 3.24 1.56
disorderly--orderly 4.92 1.52
wordy--not wordy 4.20 1.66
personal--impersonal 3.49 1.31
competitive--cooperative 3.90 1.73
follower--leader 4.92 1.29

Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Surysi (raw scores)

General Activity 15.96
Restraint 12.50
Ascendance 15.04
Sociability 17.16
Emotional Stability 16.25
Objectivity 15.23
Friendliness ll.56
Thoughtfulness 16.10
Personal Relations 14.80
Femininity 19.00

Minnesota Counseling Inventory (raw scores)

Validity 3.51
Fami1y Relationships 10.37
Social Relationships 20.70
Etotional Stability 13.06
Conformity 13.63
Adjustment to Reality 12.61
Mood 11.99
Leadership 12.23

5.43
4.62
5.12
6.28
4.8o
5.39

4.91
5.57

5.23

3.6o

2.09
7.19
1147
6.38
4.28
7.34
4.26
5.17

.531

.574

.501

.376

.326

.265

.165

.475

.398

.604

.637

.745

.522

.629

.515

.464

.452

.312

.289

.571

.757

.724

.601

.737

.688

.690

Girls

h
2

.733

.592

.668

.718

.693

.391

.578

.151

.385

.445

.350

.362

.37o

.487

.310

.497

.305

.361

.675

.419

.558

.613

.313

.153

.295

.431

1Mean Ratings on a scale from
4 anresponds to maximum degree for
for scale 1), 28 to maximum degree

Jtiolean Ratings on a scale from

interpretation similar to that for

4 to 28 with a logical midpoint at 16;
left end of scale (e.g., maximum morbidity
for right-hand end of scale.

to 7 with a logical midpoint at 4;
theme-ratings.
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In the present study, it is noteworthy that apparently reliable style
ratings were obtained for many of the scales presunably meamAring style
factors other than Evaluation. Two or more of the scales for the factors
Personal Affect, Ornamentation, Abstractness, and Seriousness had combunal-
ities above the median. Ftrom this evidence; it mAy be concluded that themes
obtained from high school students can be reliably rated on style factors.

Ftom the mean thene ratings (on a scale running from 4 to 28 with a mid-
point at 16) it may be seen that nost of the mean ratings tended to cluster
around the midpoint. The only ratings that fell outside the zone correspond-
ing to the midpoint ± one point on the original 7-point scale were those for
abstract--concrete (the thenes were quite concrete) and su erficial-- rofound
(TE;3717a7a7to be rated as superficial). -(A-E3Eed above, no data are
available for the girls.)

The communalities of self-ratings were generally lower than those for
the theme ratings. This is to be expected from the fact that they were
single ratings rather than values pooled from the judgments of several
raters. For the boys, the communalities ranged from .155 to .574 with a
median at .419; the girls' communalities ranged somewhat higher, ftam .151
to .849 with a median at .602. The rankings of the variables with respect
to communality were quite different; for example, the scale complex-simple
had the highest communality for the girls but one of the lowest for the boys.

Az night be expected, the mean self-ratings for the boys tended to lie
toward the favorable ends of the scales; there was sufficient variance, how-
ever, to permit meaningful intercorrelations.

The communalities of the personality scales ware of substantial magni-
tude, permitting the inferenee that the scales were sufficiently reliable to
provide useful asessments.

FactorAri.cRestsul. In the main, the factor patterns for the boys'
and the girls' matrices were similar, although there were a number of dissim-
ilarities. The major finding that TAras pertinent to the Objective of this
study was that there were few, if any, substantial relations between style
ratings of tne written compositions and any of the personality measures-
The factors obtained stemmed either from the theme ratings or ftom the per-
sonality measures (personality inventories or self-ratings) but not from
both. Indeed, there were few relationships between any of the personality
inventory scores and the self-ratings.

For purposes of exposition, we will organize the factor-analytic re-
sults according to the sources of the factors, taking up first the factors
derived principally from the theme ratings.

Six of the 12 factors from the two matrices (i.e., the boys and the
girls') were factors that were fouqd in both matrices and that could be
identified as deriving almost exeusively from the theme ratings. We will
list the variables identifying each of these factors and display the load-
ings equal or greater than .30 in at least one of the matrices. When bipolar
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scales are rentioned, it is to be understood that the loading applies to the
first-mentioned or left-hand end of the scale. (Sone scales and factors hexe
been reflected through the origin to facilitate interpretation.)

Themes: Evaluation

Variable

Loadings

Boys Girls

*strong=weak .95
*good-bad .95
*interesting-boring .92

*pleasant-unpleasant .87

orderly-disorderly .79 .67

vigorous-placid .69 .70
meaningful-meaningless .68 .52

profound-swerficial .58 -55
complex-simple .52 .6o
characters evaluate .43 .48

subtle-obvious .35 .37

florid-plain .3o .37

intimate-remote .26 .44

wordy-succinct -.4o -.28
personal-impersonal (.19)

_-.34

The scales nmrked with an asterisk were those chosen from the previous study
to represent the Evaluation.factor, and it is noteworthy that in both matrices
they had the highest loadings on this factor. These can be relied on to pro-
duce measures of the Evaluation factor.

-94
.93

.91

.84

Theme: Ornamentation vs Plainness

*lush-austere
*florid-plain
*affected-natural
complex-simple
subtle-obvious
abstract-concrete

*wordy-succinct
emotional-rational
profound.-superficial

.84 .87

.83 .86

.74 -77

.64 .63

.64 (.22)

.58 (.28)

.47 .69

.44 .46

.38 (.o9)

The scales marked with an asterisk were the reference scales, and had high
loadings only on the Ornamentation factor.

Theme: Humor vs Seriousness

*flippant-eaxnest .87 .88
*humorous-serious .87 .84
vigorous-placid .35 .28

-*Inas culine -feminine -.31 _.37

*meaningful-meaningless -.51
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Of the scales selected from the previous study, only the first two had
high loadings; the other two axe apparently not highly valid measures of
this factor.

Theme: Personal Affect

*personal-impersonal .89 .84

*intimate-remote .87 .8o
*emotional-rational .41 (.25)

masculine-feminine (-.03) .30

The scale, vigoraus-placidlincluded to help identify this factor, did not
wear on the factor in this study.

Theme: Abstractness-Concreteness (found only in girls' matrix)

*abstract-concrete .70
*subtle-obvious .66
*profound-superficial .48
emotional-rational .25

Contrary to expectation from the previous study, the scale complex-simple
did not appear on the factor. The failure to find the Abstractness-
Concreteness factor in the boys' matrix may have been due either to lack
of sufficient variance on the relevant scales among the boys' themes, or
to a failure to use a sufficient number of factors in the rotations.

Theme: Optimism

happy-sad .92 .92

gay-morbid .89 .91
optimistic-pessimistic .87 .86
pleasant-unpleasant .33 .34

vigorous-placid -.30 (-.25)
masculine-feminine (-.22) .32

This was a factor that had not appearea in the previous study but was
defined mostly by scales that were introduced in this study for the first
time.

Theme: (Doublet for author vs. charactl.r evaluation)

Author evaluates--is
indifferent .74 .70

Characters evaluate--
are indifferent -.6o -.48

Me: Follower-Leader (.08) -.32

This is labeled a doublet because !..t apparently represents simply a dimen-
sion created by the fact that the raters were asked to indicate whether any
"evaluations" made were made by the author or by the characters of the story.
Nevertheless, this factor was the only one of the theme factors that exhibited
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any significant loadings on any of the self-ratings. It would appear that
students (girls, at least) who rate themselves as "leaders" tend to write
stories in which they themselves make value Judgments, rather than letting
their characters do so. Nevertheless, this tendency is very slight and
its significance would have to be confirmed in a replication study.

We next take up the factors identified as derived primarily from the
self-ratings. Because of missing data in the girls' matrix and difficylties
with computational routines, the available data for girls do not appear to
be correct and therefore the results for girls will not be presented.

Self-Ratings: Boys: Disorganization?

careless-careftl .66
messy-neat .61
flippant -earne st .58

disorderly-orderly .50
insincere-sincere .48
immatare-mature .44
follower-leader .43

GZTS: Restraint .36

Self-Ratings: Boys: Self Perceived as Rational, Calm

rational-emotional .61
caln-excitable .61
relaxed-tense .54

insensitive-sensitive .35
subtle-dbvious .31

GZTS: Femininity .41
MCI: Emotlonal Stability -.32
GZTS: Emotional Stability. -.30
MCI: Mood -.30

Self-Ratings: Boys: Pleasant Sociability

pleasant-unpleasant .66
sociable-v as oc iable .64

interesting-boring .57
personal-impersonal .37

leader-follower .30

Factors primarily derived from personality test scores are next given,
but only for the ooys' matrices since the available girls' matrices are
very probably in error.

Personality Tests: Boys: Ascendant Sosiabilitz

MCI: Social Relationships .8o
GZ%: Sociability .79
MCI: Leadership .71
GZTS: Ascendance .71
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MCI: Mood
GZTS: General Activity
MCI: Emotional Stability
MCI: Adjustment to Reality

. 67

. 5o

. 35

.28

Self-rating: follower-leader .34

Self-rating: sociable-

unsociable -.32

It is noteworthy that the self-ratings of leadership and sociability are
somewhat negatively correlated with corresponding scores on the personality
tests. There were no significant loadings of this factor on theme-ratings.

Personality Tests: Boys: Good Ad'ustment

MCI: Conformity .74

MCI: Adjustment to Reality .71
GZTS: Objectivity .69

MCI: Family Relationships .68

GZTS: Friendliness .63

MCI: Emotional Stability .61
GZTS: Emotional Stability .55
GZTS: Personal Relations .50

MCI: Validity .34
GZTS: Restraint .33

Personality Tests: Boys: Tho htfalness and Restraint

GZTS: Thoughtfulness .65

GZTS: Restraint .52

MCI: Validity -.33
GZTS: Personal Relations .31

Self-rating: insensitive -

sensitive .38

Theme-rating: masculine-
feminine .33

The loading of this factor on the masculine-feminine theme-rating is one of
the few cases in which there was any relationship exhibited between person-
ality test scores and theme-ratings. It suggests that boys who score as
thoughtful and restrained tend to write themes which give the impression of
"masculinity." The actual correlations underlying these findings are .270
Ilaasculinity-femininity and GZTS Restraint; N = 135, < .01) and .209
masculinity-femininity and GZTS Thoughtfulness; N = 135; 2.< .05),

Discussion and Conclusions

One major result of the study is the finding that high-school students'
written themes can be reliably rated on a number af "style" factors:
Evaluation, Ornamentation, Humnr, Personal Affect, Abstractness, and
Optimism. Most of these style factors had already teen identified in the
literary productions of professional writers. Possibly still other "literary
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style" factors could be identified, either in high-school students' thenes
or in other kinds of literary productions, by the use of apprcpriate rating
scales.

The other major result of the study is the findipg that at least in the
case of a particular theme-writing task (writing an imaginative narrative in
response to a picture), there were few if any significant relations between
rated style factors and a series of fairly comprehensive personality tests
and self-ratings. Since this was simply an exploratory study, there was no
prior theory that there would be any such relationshipsl it was simply de-
sired to detrmine whether such relationships would be readily apparent in
an exploratory study.

Since the relationships did not appear to be significant (with a couple
of minor exceptions), the following hypotheses are suggested for further
investigation:

(1) Rated style factors are specific to particular kinds of writing
tasks end would not .have generality aver the total writing output of an
individual.

(2) Even if certain style factors could be found to have lindted gener-
ality over certain types of writing output, they would not be found to have
relations with personality varidbles.

(3) The relationshirs between style and personality did not emerge as
significant in this study because the measures of personality were not suf-
ticiently accurate or valid.

Study XI

Study of Xudgments of Children's Personality from Voice Recordings

This study was planned to exanine relations tetween rated characteris-
tics of children's recorded voices to attributed personality characteristics,
using data collected in the course of Study VII. Tine did not permit the
completion of this study.

Study XII

The memoranda on the planning of this study are vagae; one speaks of a
study :t "certain speech characteristics of adults," while another speaks
of "a study of certain data on parent attitudes toward speech." In any
event, the study was never done because of lack of time and funds.
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Study XIII

(Because of an error of numbering, there was no Study XIII. )

Study XIV

Review of the Literature of Speech and Ptrsonality

This was to be an extended document reviewing the literature of speech
and personality. Although much work was done in assembling and abstracting
bibliographical material, this review mas never written. The meterials are
still in the principal investigator's possession and it is hoped that they
can eventually be shaped into the desired document.

However, a bibliography that had been assembled prior to the undertak-
ing of the project is placed in Appendix C for its possible usefulness.

Study XV

Verbal Style of Conceptualization and Personality Characteristics

This study was done by Aaron S. Carton for his doctoral dissertation
at the Harvard Graduate School of Education (1961). It was done within the
same context as Study X and utilizek: sone of the data obtained in that
study.

here.

This study :!..s regarded as complete. Dr. Carton's summary is included

Summary

Experimentation and research has heretofore concerned itself with the
relations between speech and personality, or between conceptualizWon and
personality, or between language and thought. This thesis is seen as an
exploratory contribution to the study of language and thought which approaches
the problem by studying the relations between two pairs of the related phe-
nomena; verbal style and personality is one pair, and conceptualization and
personality is the second pair. The thesis sought to contribute

(a) a specific taxonomy of verbal styles of conceptualization;

(b) a specific demonstration of variations due to stimulus conditions
and stimulus objects, and

(c) son specific relationships between personality characteristics and
our taxonomy of verbal styles of conceptualization.
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Several descriptions of pictures which were supplied by each member
of a population of 18 college students and a different population of 81
high school students constituted the main source of data used. Paintings

by famous artists were used as stimulus objects. The pictures varied in
style and content, although they were all depictions of relatively large
groups of people. Several variations in instructions to Ss were employed.

Rating procedures by judges mere developed in successive steps and
10 scales describing the products, auality, or processes of conceptualiza-
tion observed in the picture descriptions were formulated. Scores on
these scales were correlated with scores made by the high :;chool students
on

(a) 10 scale of the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (G-Z
Temperament Survey);

(b) 8 scales of the Minnesota Counseling Inventory (MCI);

(c) 27 rating scales of short stories written by the students, and

(d) 21 self-rating scales on an instrument called "Me."

Each scale was studied for (a) its inter-judge reliability, (b) the con-
sistency of Ss scores in respect to several ratings on the scale, (c) its
variations due to variations in the stimulus conditions and to variations
in the stimulus objects, (1) its correlations with the other scales.

Each of the 10 scales utilized in the final study is described briefly
below. This list retains the number designations of the scales used in a
pilot study which contained 11 scales.

Scale 1, alteristic-egoistic; was essentially a measure of the speak.-
er's personal involvement in describing a stimulus.

Scale 2, amount of manifestation of awareness of own cognitive pro-
cesses, was concerned with measuring how conscious a speaker is of the
cognitive processes in which he engages.

Scale 3, amount of evaluation, was a measure of the relative number
of evaluative adjectives and expressions of affect which appeared in a
description,

Scale 4, degree of organization cf percepts, was a measure of the
extent to which the speaker would integrate features of the stimulus field
and produee relational concepts.

Scale 5a, progression of organization, analytic, measured the direc-
tion of integrations. Scale 5a was concerned with the extent to which
speakers started wlth organized concepts and analyzed them into components.

Scale 6, degree and amount of inference, was a measure of the extent
to which a speaker would depart fram a literal description of the sense
data presented to him and make inferences as to events depicted or concepts
to be formed.
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Scale 7, plain-ornamented., was an adaptation of a factor of literary
style pertaining to the amount of embellishment a speaker tends to employ.

Scale 8, amount of digression, was a measure of the tendency of a
speaker to depart from a description of the stimulus object.

Scale 9, amount of fictionalization, was a measure of the tendency
of speakers to fabricate events and relationships on the basis of the
stimulus field.

Scale 10, specific-general, was intended to obtan an indication of
the exteht to which a speaker concerns himself with details and the extent
to which he concerns himself with more general or gross aspects of the
stimulus field.

In the final study the inter-judge reliabilities of the scales for 5
judges (computed by,Ebel's method) ranged from .14 to .65. The average
reliabilities, or expected test-retest correlations using an "equivalent"
set of judges, ranged from .46 to .90. The correlations between pairs of
protocols for each scale ranged from .09 to .50.

In one pilot study, 10 picture dese,qptions obtained by three slightly
different experimental techniques were el,udied in respect to 10 high school
students. Two-way ana1yses of variance for each scale in. which Ss and
picture descriptions ware the variables, revealed that the instructions
and/or the stimulus objects were a significant source of variation for
almost all the scales. Findings throughout the thesis point to the fact
that the length of the protocol is a significant factor in the amount of
any trait the judges perceive, despite the fact that the measures were
intended to be relative to the population studied.

Rather large intercorrelations among the scales were observed with a
high degree of consistency throughout the study. These correlations were
to an extent "built in" to the definitions of the scales. It was pointed
out, however, in the theoretical sections of the thesis that where rela-
tively large, complicated, and exhaustive taxonomies are used, and in
experimental procedures in which Ss were relatively free to choose their
concepts from a large universe and are unrestricted as to the conceptual
processes used, intercorrelations among the concept categories are bound
to occur.

Some low, but statistically significant, correlations ware found with
the independent measures. Several of these correlations suggested that sone
of the traits measured by the scales formulated for this thesis were con-
sistently related to similar traits in the written production of the Ss.
Other correlations imrlied the existence of pervasive personality configura-
tions although considerdble further researolhis required to verify the
relationships suggested. Scale 4 (amount of organization), for example,
was related to "masculinity" on the "G-Z Temperament Survey," negatively
related to "leadership" on the MCI. On the self-rating form 1Me" it was
positively related to "messy-neat," "immature-mature," "disorderly-orderly,"
and "follawer-leader." It was negatively related to "careful-careless,"
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and "competitive-cooperative." The configuration of correlations suggested

that individuals manifesting "organization" in their picture descripbions

regarded themselves as people who intend to organize matters and keep things

neat. The fact that the stimulus objects contained representations of

people is believed to have elicited the relation of the scale with a per-

ception of one's self as a leader, although this self-perception is nega-

tively related to the leadership scale on the MCI.

The fact that protocols of verbal behavior wre used pointed to the

importance of distinguishing between the processes of assigning exemplars

to concepts and the attainment and formation of concepts and pointed to the

necessity of distinguishing between the processes of conceptualization and.

the products of the process. The implications for education were seen to

be partially in the diagnostic value of the identification of conceptual

styles for teaching various kinds of subject matter, in the possibility of

developing techniques for modifying and improving desired conceptual styles,

and in the value to teachers of training in identiRying conceptual styles.

The problems for future research were seen as being primarily the establish-

ment of better objective techniques of measuring the traits, explorations

of variations of the traits in the presence of experimental manipulaticms

and the development of a measurement procedure to study the relative con-

sistency of a given trait in respect to a single R. The ultimate valida-

tion of the scales as measures of relevant dimensions of style is expected

to occur in concept attainment and concept formation experiments and. by

relating the scales to proficiency in the intellectual pursuits which axe

believed to involve the traits.
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APPENDIX A

Changes in Perceived Personality Traits as a Function of
Manipulations of Vocal Characteristics1,2

Paul N. Kjeldergaard

Harvard University

There is a vast literature on the ability of raters (usually untrained) to

judge personality traits or physical attributes from voices. On the rersonality

side, attempts have been made to correlate objective neasures and judges' ratings

on traits such as introversion, intelligence, sociabilltz, :leadership, 129.nesty,

(Fay & Middleton, 1940a; 1941a; 1941b; 1942; 1943h) dominance, (Eisenberg &

Zalowitz, 1938), sincerity (Hildreth, 3.954), pleasantness, aggressivmess,

(Starkweather, 2.956), social values (Allport & Cantril, 1934) and nearoticism,

(Taylor, 1954). In terms of physical characteristics, raters have been asked

to judge sex, alt, height, Ireig'nt, (Pear, 2.957), fatigue, Icretschrian body

types (Fay & Middleton, 1910; 19404 and sop VA)._don (Allport & Cantril, 3.934).

In addition to the personality trait and Arsical attribute domains, several

studies have been concerned with how wel3. listeners could judge a speaker's

occaation from a recording of his voice.. (Pear, 1931, 1957; Fay et Middleton,

1939; Allport & Cantril, 1934.) One study measured how accurately a judge

could match a speaker's voice with his photograa or a handwriting samp3e

(Allport & Cantril, 1934).

With two exceptions, raters have had little or no success. in making judg-

ments about any of the aforementioned characteristics on the basis of the voice

alone. Judges can decide fairly accurately on tlt sex of the speakers and

make fairly good estimates of a speaker's ase on the basis of a sample of a

person's speech. Although judgments on the remaining characteristics appear

invalid, virtually all of the studies reviewed found highly consistent ratings

among the judges on all traits or attributes. .That is, judges agreed with one

another that a given speaker had a certain trait or &tribute whether or not
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ha did in fact have such a characteristic. This inberjudge agreement seems not

to hold for all WiCOS ratedl but seems to be true for a certain stibset of

voices in each study. Holrever, considering the diversity of judges, of speakers,

of the number of characteristics rated, and of variations in experimental pro.

cedures and conditions in the studies cited, one is compelled to look upon this

finding as a "universal". This phenamenon, which seems to be tangential to the

studies reviewed and appears never to have-been subjected to systematic investi-

gation itself, provides the stimulus for the present sutdy. It was felt that if

these "vtrbal stereotypes" could be systematically manipulated in some way, per.

baps this noulAt provide same insight into how these ste7beotypes were formed and

perhaps mad reflect on attitude formation in general.

Assumirg that the "stereotypes" are somehow correlated with the vocal

characteristics of the speakers, an obvious approadh tc the problem was to

vary systematically the vocal characteristics of the speaker and note the

corresponding changes in the verbal stereotypes. The possibilities here are

3egion. To mention only a few, one couldrith any measurable vocal characteris-

tic select individuals who had specified amounts of a given characteristic and

look fcr changes in stereotypes as the amount of the characteristic incrtnsed

or decreased; one could draw a "sample" of speakers, do a microlinguistic

analysis of their vocal characteristics, obtain ratings of various traits, and

resort to a correlational analysis between the two types of measures; one could

manipulate certain vocal dharacteristics of a vcice by stibyicting it to various

electronic and mechanical manipulations such as those used in intelligibility

studies (cf. Licklider & Miller, 1951) and thereby compare ratings a traits of

the "normal" voice with those that had been distorted in. variousways. The

alternative deoided upon was similar in approach to the latter. Vith neither

previous research nor relevant theory to point the direction in which to look for

significant variables, it was decided to use on.ly simple manipulations of the
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voice which the speaker himself would make. Preliminary experimentation with

various spealters rapidly led to the conclusion that rate and loudness could

be most consistently manipulated across speakers and this seemed to result in

noticeable changes in the vocal characteristics of the speech samples.

Again, because of the lack of the theoretical formulation and with no

empirical data other than the studies cited indicating that there might be an

effect to be measured, no specific hypotheses were put forth. One could forma.

late specific hypotheses on a "common sense" basis, e:g. arrincrease in rate

would be accompanied by higher rating on such scales as Eassi, Such
predictions, however, would add little to the study as empirical differences in

either direction would prove interesting and one could probably generate post

hoc explanations for almost any finding.

liethod

Recordings: The stimulus material for the speech samples consisted of a

307 word passa7,e which had been selected ap being "neutral" with respect to

six factors of literary style (cf. Carroll, 1960). Twenty-one male Harvard

undergraduates each read the passage four times under four sets of instructions.
40

The four conditions or instructions were "normal", "fast", "shouting", and

"soft". There were no specific rules for the reader to follow under each' of

these conditione; however, the reader was carefully rehearsed at each stage in
..,

order to obtain a smooth reading which sounded "natural" and yet.achieved the

desired effect. The instructions for the "normal" condition were to read it

as he would normally read it aloud to a group. For the "fast" recording the

reader was instructed to increase his rate without sacrificing the impression

that he was trying to communicate something to somebody. The "shout" recording

was obtained by having the reader move anproximately two feet away from the

microphone and speak as if he were trying to project in a large auditorium.
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The "soft,' condition was obtained by having the reader speak within four inches

of the microphone very softly (just audible) at his normal rate. Appropriate

corrections were made on the preanplifier to equate the various conditions and

various speakers in tams of loudness of recording. liinor adjustraents idth

respect to intensity were also made when the orijmal tapes were transcribed

onto the test tape. It shculd be noted that equating the conditions of a given

voice in terms of loudness Ivas designed to make it sound as if the four con-

ditions represented four speakers Ilith different vocal characteristics, each

reading the pasrage in a normal manner. Anecdotal evidence indicates that this

deception was successful,

From the tuenty one recorded voices three were selected by the author as

having the best separation between the four conditions. In addition, two

other voices were selected as being very different from these three. The ilnormain

condition from each of these latter two voices was included to help.disguise the

fact that the raters would be judging the same person several times.

Neasurements: The instrument used to obtain the rating was the semantic

differential (cf. Osgood, Suci, & Tannen'oaum,l957). A pilot study was conducted

using sixty-tiro scales which seemed to be describing personality traits and

which wore comprehensible by high school students (raters). On the basis of the

estimated reliability of the scales and a crude cluster analysis of the correli!

ation matrix, seventeen scales were selected for inclusion in the envriment.
4MboW 4',010.-WReliability was estimated from-the intercorrelations with other scales in the

matrix. No seas was included in the study which did rnt correlate .65 or higher

with some other scale.

The polarity of the scales included in the study was randomized and then

the scales were assigned to four random orders, yielding four different forms

of the semantic differential* These f our forms were randomly assigned to the

fourteen serial positions in which the speech senples 17020 to be presented*
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This last randomization process Tres restricted in that the same form was not

allowed to occur twice in succession. The use of four forms of the semantic

differential and the restriction on the assignment of these forms to the speech

samples was designed to minimize the formation of position habits by the raters

and to force the raters to attend to the scales.

Stimulus material.: The four conditions from the three voices plus the two

single conditions from the two other voices were cosigned random numbers and then

these swages were transcribed onto a single tape at two and one half mina's inter-

vals in serita order according to their random numbers. Again the randomization

process Tii.s restricted in that two speech samples of the same voice were not

allowed to occur in succession. This precaution was taken to help disguise the

fact that the same voice was being used in several of the speech samples.

Directions: The directions for the use of the rating scales were presented

to the raters both visually and orally. Ea& judge had detailed mimervaphed

instructions on how to use the scales and he was asked to read these as they were

read to him via the tape. The instructions were a simple adaptation of those

presented by Osgood, Simi, art Tannenbaum (3.957, pp. 82-81k).

Subjects: The judges were senior high school s tudents from a small suburban

middle class Massachusetts public high s chool. The classes from each of the throe

grade levels were randomly assigned to the experiment and the speech samples were

presented to the Ss over the school PA system.

Design: The statistical design uti3ized in this experiment is the split-unit

design (Cochran sk Cox, 3.959); the classes are treated as the whole-unit or treat-

merit variable and the speech samples are considered the sub-unit variable. Such

a design takes account of the fact that sub-unit observations are correlated

with each other (in this case ratings on te voiCe3 by a given judge are cone .

sidered correlated) mnd whole-units (classes) are considered independent. This

design gains precision in testing differnces between suli-units (speech samples)

r
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by. sacrificing precision in t-sting differences between whole units (classes).

It is particularly fruitful here, where one would not expect differences between

classes nor would one be very interested in them if they should exist.

Results

The results of analyses of variance of the differences among voice comditions

for each of the seventeen scales are summarized in Table 1. Inasmuch as Ss had

been assigned to clasaes systematically, statistical tests of the whole-units

(differcnces among classes) are not meaningful; therefore, that portion of the

analysis of variance tables has been omitted. Certain important facts emerge

from Table 1. First, for each of the seventeen scales differences in the mean

01./DMIeg.111.1,...

Insert Table 1 About here

MOI.=4MOIC~.4ANI.M.A.I.M.

ratings of the speech samples exist alid the magnitude of the F ratios are such

that the prdbabilitor that any of these are due to sampling error is extremely re-

mote, The F ratios indicate that rather large differenoes exist anong the speech

samples rated oa each of the seventeen scales. Second, only two of the seventeen

interaction effects uere significarics (.05 level), little more than would be ex

pected by chance. The fact that both significant interactions emerte from scales

that one would expect to be highly correlated with one another (Shx-Outaoing-

Insecure-Secure) lends some credence to the hypothesis that there maybe some

real interaction effect here, i.e., differences amang the classes in the way

in uhiCh they responded to speech samples. The remaining P ratios for the inter-

action effects are near the expected values assuming that there is no effect.

Thirdl the mean square error terms are snall and high.14y consistent fran scale to

scale indicating high interjudge aareement with respect to the ratings.

Although the analyses of variance indicate large and significant differences
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Table 1

Ana34rsis of Variance for Seventeen Semantic Differential Scales

Trait
(A)

MS Speech Samples

33 df

Fo1lauer.
Leader 14.53

Careless-
Careful 232.76

Excitable-
Calm 263.76

Unsympathetic-
Sympathetic 164.90

Submissive-
Dominating 76.67

Intolerant-
Tolerant 68.53.

Humble-
Prou.d 53.22

shy.
Outgoing

Messy-.
Neat 218.33

Insecure-
Secure 58.07

Dependent-
Independent 45.53

Impatient-
?atient 144.48

Unpleasant-
Pleasant 146.03

Emotional-
Unemotional 31.38

Cruel-
Kind 128475

Undependable-
Dependable 75.08

Lazy-
Energetic 75.40

ivp = <4C45

istp st .01

***p a <401.

(B)

MS Speech Samples
x Classes

91 df

2.91

2.93

2.65

2.48

3.09

2.77

2.75

2.18.

2.52

3.62

3.37

2.13

2.13

2.16

2.60

2.36

3.08

(a)
MS Error F (A F (B)/(0

1(0)
1664 df

3.11 4.67*** .94

2,43 95.60*** 1.20

2.59 101.77*** 1.02

2.52 65.37*** .98

2.48 30.88*** 1.24

2.91 23.52*** .95

2.28 23.37*** 1.21

1.51 35.49*** 1.44*

2.17 100.39ii.** lab

2.32 25.0241** 1.56*

2.64 17.2541** 1.28

1.87 77.15*** 1.14

2.14 6848*** ,99

2.53 12.38*** .85

2.08 61.783** 1.25

2.15 34.88*** 1.09

2.78 2749*** 1.11
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among the speech samples for all of the scales, the question reAains as to what

atcounts for these differences, hether it is differences among the different

voices used or whether there are differences among the various stib-samples of

the same voice. This question can be answered by turning to the mean ratings of

the speech sanples. As one might expect, both kinds of differences exist, i.e.,

there are differences among the different voices used in tie ncordings arid there

are differences, even more striking, among the sUb-samples of the same voice.

Figure 1 presents graphically the relationship among the four speech con-

ditionswhen rwerages are taken over all speech sarples in the same speech con-

dition.3 It is quite apparent that the "normal" and "fast" conditions seem to

be rated similarly and that the "shout" and "soft" ratings follow the same

general pattern. Further, the "normal-fast" ratings tend to follow a pattern

mhich is the mirror image of the "shout-soft" ratings. The "fast1' ratings tend

to be slightly more extreme than the "normal", and2 to a lesser degree,

the "soft" ratims are slightly more deviant than the "shoat", so that the

greatest contrast is provided, generally, between the "fast" and the "soft".

It should be pointed out that the ratings of the voices, i.e., individualaoshow

the same patterns as thelnaan ratings across individuals. This can be verified

by an examination of Tables A-Q.

One could perform a multitude of t tests forte differences mtich exist

among the speedh samples on the various scales. The nagnitudes of the relevant

differences are so large are the standard errors so small and consistent fram

scale to scale (SE range from .15 to .21) that it is unnecessary to perform such

tests inmost instances. Ifith very fcw exceptions the differences which exist

between the "normal-fast" on the one hand and "shoat-soft" on the other are

significant, by the usual standards, both for individuals as well as across

individuals. Although there are significant differences between these conditions
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i.e. between "normal" and "fast" and between "shoat" and "soft"9 the magnitude

of these diffarences is much smaller and Figure I can be thoght of as being

representative of the pattern of mcans for the ihdividual voices as well as a

group average. As one night erg)ect, there are significant diVerences among

the different voices speaking under the same condition, b ut on the whole, with

uxception of thv two voice samples which were included to disguise the task,

speech samples .under the sme conditions were rated very sintilar37.

DisCussion

From the data presented, there can be little doubt that changes in "verbal

stereotypes" can be brought about through simple (or perhaps complex) manipulation

of the speech samples which Ss hear. In spite of the lack of control over the

manipulation of the speech samples, similar manipulations appear to achieve the

same effect across different voices. Further, the evidence-(variances) indicates

that there is good agreement among the judges with respect to both the basic

evaluation of the rated traits and the systematic chansPes in ratings brought

about through manipulation of the.voice,

If one accepts the "normal" conditions of these voices as the "target"

against Iftlich to compare the changes brought about by manipiilation, then one

would have to conclude thlt the voices selected were not neutral with resnect

to all Of the traits being rated. Rather the "normal" voice can be characterized

as excitable, emotional, insecure, undependable, aualnal humble, and careful.

The "fast" condition seems to merely accentuate the ratings made on the "normal"

condition so that the ratings of the "fast" condition on the above traits

are slightly more extreme on all but tuo traits, insecure and emotional. Vith

the exception of the "fast" condition being perceived as being significantly

more impatient, the mean ratings of the "normal" and "fast" samples are

very similar on all seventeen traits.
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The "shouting" and "soft" speech sarples, on the other hand, can be

characterized as careless, Egm latsolumb sol, calm, patient, sympathetic,

and emotional. As with the "normal" and the "fast" conditions, the Mean ratings !

for "shout" and "soft" conditions tend to be very similar with the ratings of

.the "soft" sanples being generally more e=treme than the ratings of the "shout"

samples. By and large, the first slibset of conditions, "normal" awl "fast",

tended to produce ratings that were mirror imaiies (about the neutral positions)

of the ratings of the seconl subset, "shout" and "soft".

On four scales, leader-follower, dependent,-independenti secure4nsecurep

emotional-unenotional, the resulting differences were small and, on the latter

three scales, inconsistent. Only the leader-follawer scale produced differences

that were consistent from voice to voice, and intbe same pattern as on the

scales previouay discussed. The 3ignifiCant !ratios on the latter three scales

meor be attributed to variation anong the speech sariples with no consistent

pattern of ratings, in terms of manipulation, emerging.

Attenpting to account for the differences between condidions which emerge

in this stuy is very difficult inasmuch as tbe Changes in the speech characteris4

tics that result from the voice manipulations are complex, and it is difficult

(if not impossible) to isolate the variables which are involved. Further, with

the emention of studies by Ochiai and Fukumura (l9O; 1956) and McGee (1961),

both of which investigated the effects of frequency distortion on perceptual

quality, there are no studies even to point out possible relevant variables.

Frequency distortion (by band pass elimination) seams to result in Changes in two

dimensions of perceputal quality, a naturalness factor which io largely dependent

upon the presence or absence of the fundanental frequency of the voice and an

anticipation quality t'or intelligibility factor). Neither of these factors seem

particularly relevant for this study.
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An attempted analy'sis *of differences between manipulftiors by means of a

sound spectrograph proved fruitless. Variations in spectrograms for one speaker

repeating the same sequence of sounds and the difficulty in visually interpreting

spectrograms combine to make generalizations virtually impossible.

It would appear that this study effectivey demonstrates that people, when

asked to do so, make *lents about personality traits from the vocal character..

istics of voices. These judgments appeal, to be highly consistent from person

to person, at least for the traits measured here. Farther, these judrents can

be systematically shifted in one direction or another by changing the physical

characteristics of the voice sample. Tilat remains to be accomplished is the

isolf.,.tion of the specific variables which would account for the shifts in per-

ceived personality characteristics, Two possible approaches to this problem

are readily apparent. First, one might have the present speech samples rated in

terns of vocal qualities and then corzelate these ratinIs with the judged per-

sonality characteristics of the speech sarDles. The second approach If o uld be to

repeat the study using mechanically contfolled nanipulation of the speech samples

where changes in ratings could be directly attributed to specific physical

changes in the vocal characteristics.

Summary

This report concerns an experimental investigation of perceived changes in

personality characteristics ascribed to voices as a function of manipulations

of vocal characteristics. The stimuli (lit speech samples) consi3ted of a 307

word passage read four times; in a nnormaln manner, "fast% "shouting% and

"softn, by three male readers plus the same passarr,e read once each, in a "normal"

voice, by two additional readers. The latter two speech samples were included

to help disguise the nature of the experiment. The stimuli, after adjustments

had been made to equate the speech samples in terms of loudness, were presented
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to the judges (high school students) in a randam order over a pdblic address

system. Perceived personality characteristics were measured by means of

seventeen semantic differential rating scales.

Consistent differences emerged between two subsets of the speech conditions.

The "normal" and "fast" conditions of each reader were rated similarly and the

"shout" and "soft" conditions received like ratings dIffering from the first

subset on ench of the seventeen rating scales. In general, the two subsets of

voice conditions present mirrcr image semantic profiles about the neutral

position. The "fnst-normal" voices 'were percetved as belorr,ing to individuals

who uere careful, Insecure, humble, excitable, emotional, undependablqA lsab

and outgoing. The "shout-soft" voices mere judged to belcag to people uho

uere careless, messy, emotional, intolerant, unpleasant, cnuel, cabal, atient

and mEa.Lm.ta...c. The differences betueen subsets on most of these scales uere

significant.

Due to leek of previous research in this area and because of the general

nature of the manipulations made in the speech samples, it is not possible to

specify which qmech variables account for the shifts in semantic differential

ratings.
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Footnotes

1 The,Tesearch reported here was performed pursuant to a contract with
a ,tle

tUaa.'

the United States Office of Education, Department of Health, Education

and relfare, Project 11o. 217.

2 The author is indebted to Drs. John B. Carroll and Aaron S. Carton,

Miss 11.D. Norse and !lies J. Drues f or t heir comments, suggestions, and

assistance during various phases of this study,, A special thanks is due to

Dr. R.C. Gardner who, in addition to making contributions in the planning

stages of this study, wrote the conputer pro7am which made the analysis

of an enormous amount of data feasible.

3 The means and standard deviations on which Figure 1 is based are contaimd

in Tables A-Q in the appendix.
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Table Al

Mean Ratings for Leaderjollower

Voices
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5° lOver Voices

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

4.03 4.07 4.40 4.41 .449

4.30 4.61 4.03

3.61 3.92 3.72

1.68 3.83 3.79

4.28

4.31

3.75

3.77

Over
Conditions 4.03 4.07 4.00 4.19 4.01

Table A
2

Standard Deviation of Ratings

for Leader-Follower

4.06

Voices
Conditions 1 2 3 4 pver Voices

"Normal" 2.07 1.76

"Fast"

"Shout"

',soft!'

Over
Conditions 2.07 1.76

1057 1.77 1.71

1.61 1.79 1.72

1.85 1.66 1.90

2.06 1.77 2.11

1.82 1.78 1.89

11.79

1.73

1.82

2.00

1.82



Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"
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Table Bi

Nem Ratings for Careless...Careful

Voices
1 2 3 4 5 Over Voices

4.57 3.83 1,54 2.29 2.53 3.35

2.54 2.07 3.91 2.84

6.19 4.96 4.39 5.18

4.55 4.51 6.07 5.04

Conditions 4. .4573.83 4.21 35 4.23 4.0o
Over

Conditions

Table B
2

Standard Deviation of Ratings
for Careless.Careful

1 2

"Formal" 1.77 1.90

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

Over
Conditions 1.77 1.90

Voices

3 4 5 Over voices

1.94 1.38 1.29 1.68

1.44 1.39 1.80 1.56

1.02 1.63 1.84 1.52

1.72 1.75 1.38 1,64

1.1100.111114111

1.55 1.56 1.60 1.62



Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft".
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Table 01

Mean Ratings for Exoitable-CaIm

Vbices

1 2 3 4 5

4.46 4.30 4.56 6.11 5.55

5.67 6.oi 4.52

1.77 3.32 3.54

3.11 3.45 1.93

Over Voices

5.0o

5.4o

2.88

2.83

Oyer
Conditions

Conditions

"Normal"

"'Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

4.46 4.3o 3.78 4. 72 3.88

Table C

Standard Deviation of Ratingu
for Excitable-Calm

14.16

Voices
1 2 3 4 5 Over Voices

1.84

Over
Conditions 2.04 2.18 1.57 1.50 1.60 1.62
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Table D
1

Mean Ratings for Unsympathetic-Sympathetic

Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

gm.

Voices
1 2 3 14 5 Over Voices

2,72 4.84 4.96 5.13 4.70 4.38

5.32 5.09 4.08 4.83

3.86 3.88 2.74 3.49

2,18 3.34 2.95 2.82

Over
Conditions

Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

2.72 4.84 4.o8 4.36 3.62 3.95

Table D2

Standard Deviation of Ratings
for Unsympathetic-Sympathetic

Voices

1.46 1.79

Over
Conditions 1.46 1.79

3 4 Over Voices

1.77 1.80 1.51 1.67

1..60 1.51 1.70 1.6o

1.84 1.59 1,30 1.58

1.43 1.61 1.79 1,61

1.66 1.63 1.58 1.62
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Table El

Mean Ratings for Sdbmissive-Dominating

Voices
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5

"Normal',

ITastm

"Shout"

"Soft"

4.21 4.01 3.33 2.77 3.02

3.25 2.91 3.74

5.48 4.56 3.82

4.31 4.09 4.45

Over Voices

3.46

3.30

4.62

4.28

Over
Conditions 4.21 4.01 4.09 3.58 3,76

Table 13
2

Standard Deviation of Ratings
For Submissive-Dominating

Conditions 1 2

"Normal" 1.75 1.73

"Fast"

"Shout"

Met"'

Over
Conditions 1,75 1.73

Voices
3 4 5

1.65 1.59 1.58

1.71 1.58 1.59

1,51 1.53 1.65

1.73 1.72 1.78

3.85

...

Over Voices

1.66

1.63

1.56

1.74

1.65 1.61 1.65
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Table F1

Mean Ratings for Intolerant-Tolerant

Voices
1 2 3 4 5 Over Voices

3.54 3.95 4.01 3.22 3.31 3.60

3.22 3.33 3.68 3.41

5.36 4.49 4.03 4.63

4.69 4.38 5.18 4.75

Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

Over
Conditions

Table F
2

Standard Deviation of Ratings
far Intolerant-Tolerant

4.03

Conditions 1 2

Vbices

3 4 5 er

"Normal" 1.79 245 1.87 1.85 1.70 1.85

"Fast" 1.76 1.80 1.53 1.70

"Shout" 1.91 1.56 1.51 1.66

"Soft" 1.68 1.64 1.97 1.76

Over

Conditions

Voices



Conditions

"Normal" 4.41 3.60 4.94 5.18 4.88

"Fast" 4.65 4.90 4.59

"Shout" 3.09 3.88 4.56

"Soft" 4.29 3.79 3.57
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Table Gi

Mean Ratings for Bumble-Proad

Vbices
1 2 3 14 5

Over
Conditions 1 4.41 3.60 4.24 4.44 4.40

Over Vbices

4.60

4.71

3.84

3.89

Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Softn

Table 02

Standard Deviation of Ratings
For HUnible-Proud

Vbices
1 2

1.75 1.77

Over-
Conditions 1.75 1.77

4.33.

3 4 5 Over Voices

1.69 1.60 1.54 1.67

1.67 1.71 1.51 1.63

1.62 1.53 1.69 1.61

1.69 1.71 1.71 1.70

1.67 1.64 1.61 1.66
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Table H

Mean Ratinv for ShyuCatgoing

Voices
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 Over Voices

"Normal" 3.46 3.42 2.76 2.43 2.70 2.95

"Fast" 2.77 2.17 3.15 2.73

"Shoat" 4.34 3.74 3.58 3.88

"Soft" 3.67 3.68 3.99 3.78

Over
Conditions 3.46 3.42 3.38 3.01 3.38

Table H2

Standard Deviation cf Ratings

For Shy-Outgoing

Conditions 1 2
V(Tes ,

4

"Normal" 1.27 1.34 1.23 1.35

"Fast" 1.13 1.14

"Shout" 1.48 1.35

"Soft" 1.52 1.49

Over

Conditions 1.27 1.34 1.34 1.33

3.28

5 .0ver Voices

1.39 1.32

1.29 1.19

1.44 1.41

1.40 1.47

1.38 1.34



Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

Over
Conditions
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Table I
1

Mean Ratings for Messy-Neat

Voices
1 2 3 4 5

5.34 3.59 2.95 2.68 2.99

2.50 2045 4.03

5.04 4.58 5.24

5.92 5.03 5.73

Over Voices

3.51

2.99

4.95

5.56

5.34 3.59 4.10 3.68 4.50

Table 12

Standard Deviation of Ratings

For Messy-Neat

Conditions 1 2

"Normal" 1.56 1.86

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

Over
Conditions 1.56 1.86

Voices

4.15

3 4 5 Over Voices

1.58 1.58 1.49 1.61

1.46 1.31 1.48 1.42

1.91 1.49 1.39 1.60

1.09 1.42 1.62 1.38

1.51 1,45 1.50 1.52
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Table J1

Mean Ratinls for Insecure-Secure

Voices
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 lOver Voices

"Normal" 5.51 3.90 5.15 5.65 5.10 5.06

"Fast" 5.04 5.22 4.49 4.91

uShoutu 3.35 4.20 5.26 4.27

uSoft 4.95 4.46 4.38 4.60'

Over
Conditions 5.51 3.90 4.62 4.88 4.81 4.76

Conditions

1.71 1.79 1.73 1.33 1.48

"Fastu 1.67 1.60 169

Snoutu 1.97 1.73 1.50

usofto 1.65 1.62 1.77

Over
Conditions

Table J2

Standard Deviation of Ratings
For Insecure-Secure

Voices
1 2 3 lt 5 Over Voices

1.61

1.62

1.73

1.35

1.71 1.79 1.76 1.57 1.59 1.58

-



Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

Over
Conditions
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Table Ki

Vean Ratings for Dependent-Independent

Voices
1 2 3 4 over Voices

2.76 4.45 3.96 3.53 3.74 3.69

4.21 3.64 3.90 3.92

4.67 4.05 2.86 3.86

2.85 3.65 3.74 3.41

4.1....1
2.76 4.45 3.92 3.72 3.56 3.71

Tdble K
2

Standard Deviation of Ratings
For Dependent-Independent

5

1.83

1.63

1.47

1.97

Conditions 1 2 V
ces

4

"Normal" 1.66 1.74 1.68 1.88

"Fast" 1.66 1.76

"Shout" 1.99 1.66

"Soft" 1.71 1.66

Over
Conditions 1.66 1.74 1.76 1.74

Over 'Voices

1.76

1.68

1.71

1.78

1.73 1.74
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Table Li

Nean Ratings for ImpatientmPatient

Voices
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 prier Voices

"Normal" 232 4.77 3.42 4.06 4.29 3.77

"Fast" 4.67 4.59 4.05 4.44

"Shout* 2.37 3.24 2.60 2.74

"Soft" 2.21 2.94 1.74 2.30

Over
Conditions 2.32 4.77 3.18 3.71 3.17 3.38

Table 12

Standard Dtmiation of Ratings
For Impatient.Patient

Voices
Conditions 1 2

"Normal" 1.33 1.7/2

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

Over

Conditions 1,33 1.72

3 4 5 Over Voices

1.41 1.43 1.36 1.45

1.50 1.43 1.55 1.49

1.57 1.52 1.36 1.48

1.33 1.37 1.17 1029

1.45 1.44 1.36 1.43
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Table 111

Mean Ratings for Unpleasant-Pleasant

Voices
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 Over Voices

"Normal" 5.21 3.84 3.18 3.11 3.27 3.72

"Fast" 2.68 3.1h 3.90 3.24

"Shoat" 5.11 4.72 5.24 5.o2

fisortsf 5.76 4.83 5.3o 5.30

Over
Conditions 5.21 3.84 4.18 3.95 4.43 4.24

Table 112

Standard DeviPtion of Ratings
For Unpleasant-Pleasant

Voices
Condit ions 1 2 3 4 5

"Nomal" 1.40

uShout"

"Soft" 1

Conditions 1.40
Over I

1.67 1.62 1.74 1.66

1.57 1.65 1.34

1.57 1.33 1.36

1.32 1.53 1.44
.

1.67 1.52 1.56 1.45

Over. yoices

1.62

1.52

1.42

1.43

1.52
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Table NI

Man Ratings for Ehotional-Unemotional

Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

Sholit"

"Soft!"

Voices
1 2 3 4 5

5.60 4.17 4.85 5.44 5.07

4.63 5.20 4.47

3.97 4.37 5.04

5.11 4.52 4.53

Over
Conditions 5.60 4.17 4.64 4.88 4.78

Over Voices

5.03

4.77

4.46

4.72

Table N
2

Standard Deviation of Ratings
For anotionat-Unemotional

Conditions 1 2

1:Normal" 1.51 1.71

"Fast!!

"Shout"

It Soft"

Over
Conditions 1.51 1.71

Voices

4.78

3 4 Over Voices

1.71 1.48 1.54 1.59

1.72 1.0 1.50 1.63

2.01 1.51 1.75 1. 76

1.79 1.63 1.73 1.72

1.81 1.58 1.63 1.66



Conditions

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

APPENDIX A

Table 01

Mean Ratings for Cruel-Kind

Voices
1 2 3 4 5 Over Voices

5.00 3.17 3.27 3.07 3.14 3.53

2.90 2.88 3.80 3.19

4.82 4.53 5.02 4.79

5.46 4.60 5.24 5.10

Over
Conditions 5.00 3.17 4.11 3.77 4.30

Table 02

Standard Deviation of Ratings
For Cruel-Kind

Conditions 1 2

"Normal" 1,60 1,59

"Fast"

"Shout"

"Soft"

Over
Conditions 1.6o 1.59

Voices

4.07

3 4 5 Over Voices

1.51 1,58 1,141 1.54

1.32 1.35 1.40 1.36

1.73 1.14 1.35 1.51

1.33 1.53 1.64 1..50

1.47 1.48 1.45 1.49
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Table P1

Mean Ratings for Undependable-Dependable

Voices

Condition 1 2 3 4 5 Over Voices

"Normal" 3.62 4.15 5.10 5.13 4.99 4.60

"Fast" 4.84 5.58 4.37 4.93

"Shout" 2.98 3.97 4.07 3.67

"Soft" 3.64 4.12 3.54 3.76

Over
Conditions 3.62 4.15 4.14 4.70 4.24 1

4.29

Table P2

Standard Deviation of Ratings
For Undependable-Dependable

Voices
Conditions 1 2

"Normal" 1.58 1.74

"Fast"

"Shout"

usofto

Over
Conditions 1.58 1.74

3 4 5 Over Voices

1.38 1.68 1.68 1.61

1.51 1.42 1.50 1.48

1.56 1.45 1.60 1.54

1.66 1.59 1.54 1.6o

1.53 1.54 1.58 157
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Table Qi

Mean Ratings for Lazy-Energetic

Voices

Conditions 12 4 5

Vorma10 5.40 3.54 4.57 5.09 4.88

4.81 5.52 3.90

"Shout" 2.93 3.80 4.69

"Soft" 4.79 4.19 3.84

Over

Conditions

Over Voices

4.69

4.74

3.81

4.27

5.40 3.54 4.28 4.65 4.33 4.42

Table Q2

Standard. Deviation of Ratings

For Lazy-Energetic

Conditions! I
Voices

2 3 5 Over Voices

"Normal"

"Fast"

"Shout" I

"Soft"

1.84

I

2.03 1.85

1.79

1.80

1.61

,4

1.80

1.54

1.78

1.63

1.72

1.74

1.60

1.90

1.85

1.69

1.73

1.71

Over
Conditions-. 1.84

4.0111
2.03 1.76 J..69 1.31 1.76
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A Factor Analysis of Literary Sty le1

Jan B. Carroll
Harvard University

Part 1 (Provisional)

.The roots of this study are to be found in four widely separated

disciplines: psycholinguistics, statistical linguistics, psychometrics,

and literary criticism. The problem is one of attempting to determine

Wojecttvely a number of basic ways (referred to herein as "dimensions")

in which prose materials vary stylistically. The study is being done

not only for its own sake but also with the hope that it may facilitate

later investigations into aspects of personality which nay function in

the production of varying written styles.

I am frank in saying that I do not consider myself an expert on

literary style, nor even an amateur literary critic. My only plea.is

that I believe myself capable of applying to the study of literary style

a number of techniques which are ordinarily outside the ken (or perhaps

beneath, the ken) of the savant who restricts himself to purely stOjective

nodes of interpretation. If my techniques are not always perfectly ob-

jective, I am at least concerned with the extent to which consensual agree-
ments can be reached and with the extent to which these agreements

1Part 3. was written expressly for advance distribution in connectionwith the SSRC Conference =Style to be held at Indiana University inAp*11 1958; at the time of writing, the final results of the study were notavailable. Part 2 will be circulated at a later date and will contain theresults of the study and vtatever interpretatione nay appear appropriate.I am indebted to Marilyn Brach/ran and Froderic Weinfeld, research asoistantson the project, for their patient and intelligent help. This paper con-stitutes Report No. 1 of a project supported by Contract SAE-7151 with theU. S. Office of Education, "Personality Factors in the Development of Com-munication and Leadership Skills." Reproduction in whole or in part ispermitted for any purpose of the United States Government.
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manifest consistency. Only if the reader will temporarily put aside any

reservations he may have concerning the attempt to quantify and objectify

something vtich may seem to him inherently unuartifiable and unobject-

ifiable can he come to appreciate the possible virtues of the approach

which is being taken here.

The Objective study of literary style by msans of statistical analysis

is not a completely hovel endeavor. Let me remind you of the attempts of

(1944),the British statistician vho doubled as a literary detective,

to resolve the problem of the authorehip of Do lmitatio 261110 Or let

no call to your attention the recent work of the French literary statistician

Guiraud (1954) with his studies of the vocabularies of French poets, or the

work of the German scholars Wilhelm Fucks (1955; and Annemarie Schlismann

(1955) with their mathematical studies of stylistic variations, or the work

of the Britieher Barden (1956). At the same time let no point out that

none of these scholars has ventured to ask the question which I am asking

here: What are the basic dimensions in which style varies? Eaoh of them

has seized on one or another of the possible ways of measuring style with-

out necessarily considering its relations to other measures.

The approach I have taken is facilitated tY the current availability,

at long last, of machinery for the convenient handling of large masses of

quantitative data. The basic design is one which psychologists have long

used in the objective study of personality and other aspects of human be-

havior. Their procedure has been to apply a series of tests or other

measurement procedures to a heterogeneous sample of human personalities,

then to analyze the basic dimensions of personality by a statistical.pro-

cedure known as factor analyeis. I propose to study in like manner the

"pereonalities" of a heteroGeneous sample of literary styles.
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Mae=

Thst

The success of a factor analysis depends partly upon the extent to

which the underlying data represent the broadest possible range of =M-
a

dimensional variation obtainable. For example4factorial study of the

personalities of the inmates of a, mental hosPital,while feasible, would not be

be as satisfactory as one applied to a sample of the general population.

In the present case the problem was one of selecting a highly heterogeneous

sample of written materials, representing a wide variety of literary and

non-literary styles. We did this by blocking out the design of our sample

in terms of a nunber of categories; the actual distribution of the 150

selections which were eventually assembled is preeented in Table 1.

4011.1 0111

Table 1 about here

011111110011110

From here the selection was made by what ndght be called atudied

serendipity. Two of my assistants were turned loose in Widener Library

stacks with instructions to fulfil the specifications of the sample design;

I did not attempt to supervise their selections in detail, but I am sat-

isfied that the sample they selected was sufficiently varied. They did, to

be sure, receive assistance fram specialists in certain categor of lit-

erature. Certain restrictions were placed on the selections. First, they

had to have been writter originally in English; second, they had to have

been 'written after the year 1800 (actually, a few were slightly earlier);

and third, they had to bo passages which were more or lose self-contained

in about 300 wrds, for that wts the mmum length that we thought could

be studied within the ti2a and means at our disposal. There was an effort
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Table 1.

Classification of the 150 Style Samples Studied

TYR&

Adventure Narrative .
Advertisements 0000
Aesthetic Criticism:

Art

Music SI

No.

3

Literary
Stage, cinema, ballot

Anecdote
Biography . . . .

Clinical Reports:
Medical ,,,,
Psychological Oa

Condensations . . . . . .

Essays:
. Literary . , ... .

Editorials
Features in periodicals.
Personality sketches
Philosophical
Miscellaneous .

Fantasy
Children's stories .
Science fiction . . .

Gossip column .....
Higl, school textbooks . .

History
How-to-do-it instructions .

Type

Humor . . OO OO
Inspiration en0. advice
Journalistic reporting . .

Judicial decisions .

Legal documents .

Letters II
Novels:

3.9th oentuoy British .

19th century American
20th century British .

. 3. 20th century American .

4 Personal diaries OOO ..
2 Popular science . OOOO

Professional and

.8 soholarly journals . . .

6 Short stories
2 Social criticism .,...
3 Speeches. OOOO ...
2 Sports writing

1 Travol guides . . ,

Writing assignments thigh school

Tttal . . 150

No.

3
. 3.

1

5

5

3

3
3

3

3
4

6
5
4

4
6
2

5
4
4
4
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to dbtain variation even Within categories; for example, within the category

hamtl a vide range of styles and periods was represented, from both Britain

and America, and here it was possible to select pongee from a number of

authors whose styles are well known as distinctive, e.g. Henry James,

William Faulkner, Thomas Hardy and John Dos Passos. At the same time, it

must b6 emphasized that extreme catholicity was displayed in the selections.

ror our purposes, Mickey Spillane was quite as acceptable as Jane Austen;

the nagazine Conftdential6 was zepreaonted alongside a selection fraa the

Christian, Science Monitor. In order to insure that some "bad" writing was

included, we selected several low-grade high-school English compositions

for our sample.

After the passages had been selected, they were typed double-spaced

in a uniform nanner on purple duplicator masters, one to a page, in order

to produce the number of copies which would be needed for analysis. %eh

selection was identified only by a code number, and the 150 seldctions were

made up into spiral-bound booklets for convenience in handling. The title

given to this collection, "A Sub-Sub-Treasury of Literary Style may indi-

cate our attitude toward it.

MeasutteA22111(1.12.the.Elssares .

The nature of our data tended to limit to some degree the kinds of

measures which we could employ. Our samples were anly a little more than

300 words in length, each, and it was therefore not sensible to apply any:

of the measures proposed by Guiraud (1954), measures which are appropriate

only for studying the vocabulary represented by thousands ar words of tezt.

In any case, we felt that the sort of literary style wtich we were interested

in investisating is the sort that would be already apparent rather clearly

by the time a reader gets throAgh 300 words. Another factor tending to
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limit the kinds of measures'we night employ was the time available, One

can 60110011/19 certain types of measures which ndght be highly meaningfUl

but whioh would take an enormous investment at time; such a measure, for

example, might be the determination of the relative frequency of each

word in some standard frequdncy list such as Lorge's negazine count (1944)

and the assignment of relative difficulty of vocabulary from the average

frequency of the word. Any such idea had to be ruled out at the start.

The measures actually employed were burdensome enough in. themselves.

The measures employed may be classified into two major divisions:
the subjective" measures and
/the. "objective" neasures. The blasIllaneasures consisted of ratings

of the passages on 29 7-point rating scales constructed after the fashion

of those which Osgood and his associates (1557) at the University of

Illinois have used to dbtain "semantic differential" measurements of

nmeaning." These ratings were obtained fr= 8 judges, each of whom rated

all 150 passages an the same rating form but in different orders of pre-

sentation to counterbalance practice and fatigue effects. The 8 judges

were all persons with some degree of special interest and competence in

the field of English literature; one of them hcads a doctor's degree in

English literature, one is a free-lance writer, several are graduate students

with college English majors preparing to be secondary school English teachers,

and several are simply graduate students in education with college English

majors but no other special qualifications.

The rating form and the instructions to the raters are attached as

Appendix A and Appendix :B, respectively.

The decision to confine the.subjective ratings to the 29 adjectival

scales was made in the interests of simplicity and in the hope of meeting the

deadline imposed by the AprAl 1958 style conference. It was expected that
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the averaged ratings from 8 judges would be sufficiently stable and reliable

to :ield useful measurements; If statistical analysis should prove that they

werA nnti thie in itahlf woad be A point of interest.

Considerable thought was put into the selection of the scales on Which

our samples would be rated. The first four scales were more or less arbi-

trarily chosen as dimensions of "content" rather than style. We were not

ectually interested in the dimensions of content, and the inclusion of these

scales is justified more by the hope that they would draw the rater's at-

tention to the distinction between content and style than by any intrinsic

interest in these scales. The remaining 25 scales were supposed to be

ratings of "style" rather than content, and it is on these that we trind to

use judgment and discrimination.

Several smarms of ideas were used for selection of the adjectival

scales for the style ratings. In the background were the findings of

Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum (1957) to the effect that three main "connotative"

dimensions tend to be found for almost any sample of objects, whether they

are sets of concert words, political figures, or what not: the dimensions

of evaluation, activity, and rotensv. It/seemed reasonable that written

communications of any sort would lend themselves to stylistic characteriza-

tion in terms of such adjectival scales as gook.ssib, sirlizommatel, and

etromgmals, ccoresponding to the three Osgoodian connotative dimensions.

Of special relevance was a study byli. T. Tucker, one of Oogood's students,

reported in the Maasurement; drift.= (1957)

Tucker had assembled a seriee of 4o adjectival rating scales by getting

artists' and non-artia:.10 free associations to color slides of paintings

and by drawine from the free-reoponce comments of NAitors to an arts

festival. tieing these 4o scales in a ccmventional "somantio differential"
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design involving ratings of seven tvpresentational paintings, Tucker's

data rivealed the same three factors in aesthebic judgments that had been Y:or

found in studies of words. We felt that many of Tucker's scales might be

appropriate for our purposes, and some of his scales suggested other, re-

lated scales which could be employed.

Another source of ideas was Roget's thesaurus, which happens to contain

a section expressly devoted to words useful for characterising style. The

five major headings employed by Ptget are as follows: Perspicuity-

Obscurity, Comciseness-Miffuseness, Vigour-Feebleness, fladnness-Ornament,

and Elegance-Inelegance.

From an examination of all the materials at hand, including Tucker's

scales, the categories suggested by Roget's thesaurus, and an assortment of

miscellaneous hunches from personal experience and observation, a prelim-

inary classif1cation of dimensions was arrived at. This classification is

shown in Table 2 together with the adjectival scales classified under each

heading.

011111...14

Table 2 about here

In setting up the final rating sheet, we took the precaution of putting

the scales in a more or less randan order, at the same time being sure

that no two adjacent scales were from the same group. Furthermore, the

polarities of the scales were deliberately randomdzed; that is insofar as

every scale is to some extent "evaluative" the "good" or "desirable" en4

of the scale is either at the left or at the right, at randam. This

arrangement follows usual wactices in the construction of rating scales

and tends to minimize the so-called "halo" effect in rating. Tbe scale

"Iled'800?" vas deliberately Placed at the end of the list in order, to suggest
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Table 2

Classification of Adjectival Scales

Amaghtticaugaz

6 graceful-awkward

29 bad-good

26. pleasant-unpleaeant

11 uncouth-elegant

Counicativenee

5 succinct-wordy

18 chaotic-ordered

13 clear-hazy

21 vague-precise

yulttz

28 florid-plain

8 austere-lush

14 interesting-boring

25 complex-simple

17 original-trite

23 monotonous-varied

71:62t

19 vivid-pale

7 gacid-vtgorous

22 masculine-famine

15 weak-strang

IN=
27 serious-humorous

9 flippant-earnest

irsotakAppiltit

10 intimte-ramote

20 imporsonal-prsonal

12 natural-affected

Affectfte Tone

16 impartial-opinionated

24 emotionsl-rational

9
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that we wished an overall evaluation of the passage at that point.

Table 2 le in effect a set of hypotheses about some of the dimensions

of literary style. TN) primary purpose of evolving these hypotheses was

to make it more probable that we had covered all the significant dimensions

af characterization in our rating scale. Ftrthermore, because of the re-

quirements of the statisticil technique of factor analysis which we were to

employ, it was necessary to assure ourselves that each possible dimension

was "overdetermined," that is, represented by at least two scales, Aside

fran the fact that some of the scales are almost exact semantic duplicates

of one another, there le nothing in Table 2 which predetermines the outcome

of the analysis.

For establiehing gartive measures of style, we sought ideas and

suggeatione from a number of sources, In the first place, ovr work could

be regarded as in the tradition of Susanna's (1925) and Boder's (1940)

studies of the adjective-verb quotient. There is evidonce, however, to

suggest that the taking of a ratio between verb and adjective frequencies

may We tagnificant variation, and that therefore it would be wiser to

obtain separate measures of verb and adjective incidence, with the possibility

of taking ratios at a later stage. As a natter of fact it was decided to

make a rather comprehensive series or counts of most of the conventional

parts of speech. Our decieions in this area were aided by consideration

of the results of a recent doctoral dissertation by B. E. Miller (1957), who

studied the correlations between incidences of 13 grammatical categories

in a sample of compostions written in a ocalege freshman English course.

He found that the incidence af pronouns and verbs was inversely related to

that of nouns and articles; the occurrence of adjectives was largely inde-

pendent of that of any other pn.t of Envoch. Our own counts of parts of

speech were baaed on a scmewbat finer classification than was Miller's;
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for example, we distinguished between descriptive and determining adjectives

and between various kinds of pronouns.

One of the most extensive studies of speech and personality variables,

which utilized a large nudber of "psychoerammatical" categories, was made

by Sanford (1942) some years ago. Sanford went conaiderably beyond the

mere counting of parts of speech; he constructed measures of sentence

structure, used a large number of refined grammatical categories, and even

counted figures of speech and stylistic devices. A considerable number of

our measures were derived from, or adapted from, measures used by Sanford.

It was neoessary, however, to select only measures for which we believed

there would be sufficient variation manifested in 300-word samples to make

counting worthwhile.

One other source of suggestions for measures wtich udght be employed

in studyinig prose style was the considerable literature (Challs 1958) on

various aspects of "readability" or style diffioulty. Readability has

been shown to be related to the extent to which readers of various degrees

of education can comprehend written material. Ttere are probably several

dimensions of readability but this problem has never boon adequately studied.

Meech (1949, 1950) has proposed measures of "Readability Level," "Human

Interest," and "Level of Abstraction." These measures depend upan simple

counts of such things as the number of syllables per 100 words, the number

of personal pronouns, end the like. Guile (1957) has attented to aim-

plify Flesch's procedure for measuring abstraction. A Dumber of the measures

used in this study are taken directly or adapted from procedures developed

by PloPah, Gillie, and others.

3 presents the complete list of objective measures used in this

.stufly end for which results ere reported In the second part of this paper.

We do not have any panticular Lypothezes concerning the manner in which



Table 3

List of Objective Measures of Style
(All measures are in terms of 300word samples)

Number Description

101 Number of paragraphs
102 Number of syllables
103 Number of oentences
104 Standard deviation of sentence length

120 Number of clauses (independent and dependent); equals number of finite

verbs.
121 Clause complexity index
122 Proportion of noun clauses to all dependent clauses
123 " " adjectival " " "

124
11 H adverbial It ft .11

125
It II parenthetical" "

(Measures 140-148 refer only to finite verbs)
140 Proportion of "action" verbs to total verbs less copulas.

141 " "cognitive" " " transittre vats.
142 " " transitive " " total verts

143 " " intransitive" " " "

144 11 copulas to total verbs
145 1.$ ff Latin-Greek derivative verbs to total verbs less.copulas.

146
It ff passive verbs to all transitive

147 Nean tense", past to future.
148 Ettropy of tense distribution

149 Tttal number of infinitives
150 Total number of participles
151 *Total number of gerunds

160 Total number of proper nouns or proper nomn phrases

161 Tttal number of common nouns
162 Proportion of unmodified common ntmns preceded V the
163 Proportion of common nouns ending in suffixes

(-ness, -ment, -ship, -dam, -nce, -ica, -7 except diminutivee)
164 Proportion of common nouns having Latin Greek etymolocy

170 Number of articles (a, thl)
171 Propmtion of indefinite article a to all articles
172 Number of personal pronouns and reflexive pronouns (excluding posseaoives)
173 Number of possessive pronouns
174 Number of indefinite prcnouns
175 Number of indefinite and quantifying determinero
176 Number of demonstrative pronouns
177 Nunerical expressions
178 Number of prepositions

180 Number of non-participial descriptive adjectives
181 Nmiler of participial modifiers prneding a noun
182 Proportion of descriptive adjectives with Lelit-Greek etymology.

e.
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these measures will tend to cluster in the correlational analysis. It

is our Ape, at any rate, that nany of these nmasures will show signifi-

cant relationships to the subjective meaoures discussed earlier.

narever feasible, these nmasures are being obtained separately on

the first and second halves of the 300-word samplel; in this way it may be

possible to make some estimates of the characteristic stability of the

measures.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Part /I will contain the following tables and interpretations thereof:

a. &liability values for the subjective ratings

b. Reliability values for the objective measures

c. Intercorrelations of all the measures based on

the 150 passages studied

d, Rotated factor natrix giving the loadings of each neasure In

each factor

e. Factor score profiles for selected passages to illustrate the
applicability of the prooedure to the indexing of literary
style. .
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A Factor Analysis of Literary Style

John B. Carroll
Bayard University

Part 2

MILTS OF STATIMCAL ANALMS

16.

clusptprinVAR a the. aubiacitya. IteMzea

Sow much did the judges agree in their ratings of the 150 passages on

the 29 scales? A statistical answer to this question is provided 1:0, the

coeffieient of reliability, a special application of the measure of corree

lation known as the Pearsonian produot-moment correlation coefficient. A

coefficient of 1.00 would denote perfect agreement, and one of .00 would

denote completely random agreement. TEOle 4 preemats the reliability co-

efficients obtained for the averaged ratings made by the eight judges; each

value may be interpreted as the ectimated oorrelation which would be ob-

tained between the present set of ratings and a second, equivalent set of

ratings from eight other judges. The rellabilities range from Al, for

the scale wank-Atrring, to .916, for the male bliMatallinAtirat, with a median

at .803. They are high enough, in every case, to suggest that the averaged

ratings are sufficiently reltible for use in further analysis. The lack of

perfect agreement among the judges can be ascribed to a number of sources.

The measurement technician will reeognize that some of the unreliability is

due to randam fluctuations in the use of a numerical scale: the ratings of

even a single judge made on several different occasions would not agree

perfectly. More importantly, unreliability is due to different bases of

judgment on the part of the various raters, and probably also to different

degrees of appropriateness of the adjectival scales. The scales zasning1sia°

mmulingful. and Alipmit4 vmraarA3 have reliabilities as low as .69 becauee, we
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Table 4

Means, Standard Deviations and Mellabilities of Averaged Ratings
of 150 Passages made by 8 Raters

Scale
(4) (7)(1)

(CONITART)
.1. superficial
2. obvious
3. concrete
40. meaningless

(ernig)
5. wordy
6. awkward
7. placid
8. austere
9. flippant

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.

20.
214
224
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

remote
uncouth

affected
hazy

boring

weak
impartial

trite
chaotic

pale

impersonal
vasue

f3minme
monotmous

rational

ample
unpleasiatitt

huanorms

bad

profound
subtle
abetnot
meaningful

- succinct
- graceful

vigorous
lush
earnest

intimate
elegant

- natural
- clear

interesting

strong
opinionated

- original
- ordered

vivid

- personal
preciee
mancultme
varied
emutioaal

cowilex
pleasant
serinus

- florid
- good

0 11MOIL so el

3.91 1.2e,
3.33 1.29
3.20 1.60

5.20 1.01

0.1.14.10^4144wie&Wilkie VA :Zoo

.641

.806

.895

.696

4.39 1.21 .775

4.31 1.03 .730
4.60 1.08 .802

4.03 .94 .803

5.33 1.24 .072

4.20 1.31 .869

4.09 .83 .823

4.34 1.21 .804

5.46 1.17 .776
4.90 1.19 .777

4.60 .91 .641

4.54 1.37 .888

4.34 1.08 .766
4.87 1.00 .690

5003 1.07 .795

4.21 1.40 .858
5.00 1.04 .706
4.67 1.17 .850

443. 1,12 .749
4.03 1.45 .896

3092 1.21 .822

4,56 1,09 .748
1131 .916

Id .05 1.07 .820

4.48 1.07 .736

* Reliabilities were determined by the technique presented by Robert
Ebel, Entlimtbd,b, 1951, 16, 4074024. They are the estimated reliabil-
ities of the einal memo§ retings; the reliabiliV of the ratings
&salved by a sin6le judge could be estimated, if desired, by "stepping
down" the former value by the Spearman-Prom prophooy formula.
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may guesa, judgei diffet in their conceTtions of how these terms apply to

prose passages, and the scale mmaratrisne has a reliability of only .64 becauseu.

vtAgothAvto 44. AMA^ Avvwftlam.4 Aks. 0,14A.A %AV vsaaa era 41m.i..aimA. Iry a.Aucra.coa.j IDAPJAW yaw ay a somewhat ramote meta;

pherical extension. On the other hand, it is useful to know that judges can

agree well in applying adjectives like maxim, Marna, Amnl1ona1, ADin'

suirmatt, =nista, mfirmnal, sawallnft, and argitszsd

Table 4 also shows the means and standard deviations of the averaged

ratings. These results are gratifying because they indicate that the 150

prose passages which were selected for study are highly heterogeneous, covering

nearly the whole spectrum of variation on each of the 29 scales. The moan

averaged ratings, however, tend to lie toward the more "favorable" ends Of

the scales. That is, on the average the passages were judged to be more

menningtul thanzwininfamg4 more mai= than next more grAcker,a than

wham more =mat than atuzza, etc. This finding probably reflects the

fact that the passages were on the whole taken fram sources fromwhich one can

expeot good writing. On the other hand, the results indicate that the passages

were on the average judged more syearficial than eroPliad, more Obv,:ous than

Agnolft, more concrete than #32=mat, end more sinple than oonleXez. This may

-lfleot the fact that the paceagee were selected more fran literature intended

to entertain than frcz literature intended to instruot or to inspire.

ghariduaula gm meziatt Nevturee of atag
Wane, standard deviations, and reliabilities for the Objective measures

are shown in Table 5. The means and standard deviations are presented mainly

for their usefulness as parameters by which one can compare the present sample

with others; however, because of the care taken in choosing the present sample,

these values may probably be regarded es close to the values which would be
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TABLE 5

Means, Standard Deviations, Reliabilitles, and Commonalities (0)

et the Objective Measures of Style

(All measures are for 300evord sapples)

Maaisura

30 Nutber of paragraphs started
31 Number of syllables
32 Number of sentences started
33 Standard deviation of sentence

length
34 Number of clauses (bath

independent and dependent)

35 Clause complexity index
36 Proportion or noun clauses
37 Proportion of adt5ctivalkolauses
38 Proportion ce adverbial clauses
39 Proportion of parenthetical clauses

40 Proportion of "action" verbs
41 Proportion of "cognitive" verbs
42 Proportion of transitive verbs
43 Proportion of intransittve verbs
44 Proportion of copulas

45 Proportion of Latin-derived verbs
46 Proportion uf passtve verbs
47 "Mean tense" (1 ;.= Past; 3 el Future)
48 Ertropy of tense distribution
49 Number of infintUves

50 Nutber of participles
51 Number of gerunds
52 Number of proper nouns
53 Number of common nouns
54 Proportion of unmrdified oommon

noune prcoeded by thia

55 Proportion of ACIUM2 ending in
GilhIoe suffixos

56 Number of articles
57 Proportion of indefinite articles
58 Nutber of personal and reflexive

pronouns
59 Nutber of possessive pr^nouns

EMU

4.00
451.85

14.43

14.15

3n.97

8,30
.268

.334

.339

.049

.335

.157

.583

.122

.283

p355
.186

1,53
.447

4428

3.27
2.24
8.31
63.89

.080

transformer.
4.

0.12. r2.1.* IL
2**

2.75 ..
.38 2

45.97 .860 .73

5.85 .850 .43 2

11.44 .166 .37

8.65 .779 .81

3.45 .6c5 .33

.201 .38

.19a .28

.189 .14

.092 .09

.227 .762 .6o

.142 .575 .30

.126 .331 .50

.083 .26 .25

.114 .44 .31

.250 .57

.175 .49

.38 .88

0260 .42

2.73

3401
2.(8
8.3. .83
12.56 .74

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3

IPS

.21

.20

.39
450

2
2
2

.068 .45 .42 3

.185 .105 .49
27,69 7.39 .52

$287 .133 .48

16,;6 10.21 484

6.19 3c94 .634

.64 3

.34

.28 3

2
2
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Table 5 (cont.)

2
mean az. zr1.46

transforma-
tion it**

6o Number of indefinite pronouns 1.57 1.76 .43 .28 2
61 Number of indefinite and qualifying

dsterminers 7.05 3050 .27 .33 2
62 Number of demonstrative pronouns 3.25 2.34 44 .14 2
63 rumber of numerical exvessions 3.91 4.51 .67 .33 2
64 Number of prepositions 35.95 7.28 .58 .40 -

65 Total number of pronouns 24.16 12.90 .83 .87 -

66 Total number of determiners 17.64 6031 .52 .45 2
67 Number of descripttve adjectives 1801 7.49 .66 .36 2
68 Number of participial modifiers of

nouns 3.11 2.23 .38 .18 2

*Beliabilities were computed by "stepping-up" the between-halves correlations by
means of the Sperm:le:Brown prophecy formula.

**These communalities are based on all 7 centroid factors which were extracted.

***Beoause disiimilar marginal distributions imply non-linear relations between
variables, scores whose distributions appeared on inspection to be signifi-
cantly non-symmetrioal wen sajected to one of the following transformations,
as indicated above:

2: XI = 45 logio (K+ 1) [for log normal distributions]

3: at 63,662 sin "1 vie- [where the scores are proportions].
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obtained for a much larger sample. For example, we find that the average number

of syllables for 300 words le 451.85; the resulting value of about 1 1/2 011-

lables per word may be taken as typical for samples of written English.

Of most interest are the reliabilities for the measures, Obtained by

finding the correlation between measures for the first and second halves ct

the passages and estimating (by the conventional Spearman-Brown formula) the

correlation which would exist between the values for a 300-word sanple and

another, equirftlent 300L.word swmple. It was not always feasible to compute

a split-half correlation, and in these cases one nay gain some impression of

the reliabilities by inspecting the communalities computed fram the factor

analysis (to be discussed below). In theory, the reliability of a variable

should be at least as great ao its csnmunelity; while it may or may not be

considerably greater than the conmunality, if the communality aTproaches

unity the reliability also must approach unity.

On the whole, the reliabilities for the objective measures of style tend

to be considerably lower than those for the subjective measures; they range

frat :17 to .88, with a median of .57. This means that the characteristic's of

prose which we have chosen to measure tend net to be very stable from one half

of a passage to the next half of the same passage, There are, however, we

characteristics which are quite utable, e.g the number of syllables per

300 words, the number of sentences started in 300 words, the number of clauses,

the proportion 0 "action" verbs, and the tunber of proper nouns, all these

measures having roliabilities greater than .75.

It is also of interest to stIldy the reletian between the reliabilities

of the measures and their communalities. The communality ie a coefficient

ranging between .00 and 1.00 which indicates the qxtent to which a variable

measures something in common with the other variablos in a given set (in this
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came, the complete set of 68 sUbjeative end objective measures of style).

When the communality le low, it may denote that the variable has a low relia-

bility, but if the reliability is known to be high, a lov communalitl denotes

that the variable has high "specific" variance, that is, that it measures some-

thing which is not measured by any variable in the set. There are quite a.

number of variables which seem to have high Specific variance, e.g. variable

32 (audber of sentences), variable 47 ('mean tense"), and variable 52 (number

of proper nouns). Evidently these are characteristics of style which aro

highly stable and yet not much related to other measures of style.

Correlations Arnow the Subiactie Vleywreq

The 406 different intercorrelations among the 29 rating scales are

presented in Table 6. It will be nete4; incidentally, that some of the scales

have been "reflected" (i.e., the ends have been interchanged) in order to make

the correlations preponderantly positive. For example, In the original rating

scale the scales for clear-WE and vam-p_asime had opposite polarities, a

rating of "-PH meaning holt in the first case and mist% in the second. The

correlation between the scales was originally -.86, but changing the sign to

positive implies that the scales are to be taken wIth the same polarity, It

was not possible, however, to make all the correlations positive by this pro-

cedure; there seem to be some intrinsically negative relationships, as wIll be

seep more clearly from the factor analysis.

The correlations &mans scales which are clearly related semantically are

in general high, as would be expected. Centrariwise, correlations between se-

mantically unrelated scales were in general low. One would be concerned if

this were not the case. On the other 4and, the relationships are oomplex and

cannot be pedicted oompletely fram the semantioe of the terms. For example,
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one mdght not necessarily expect xgraroutudiand AtgatdimatlAmt to have a

correlation as raga as .82,as they actually did have, since these ',wales wculd

at first glance seem to refer to different characteristics. Probably theAudges

would be surprised to learn that their ratings am these scales correlated so

highly. Yet, in making these ratings the judges must have been responding to

the same essential characteristics of the prose passages, whatever they may

have been. It is the task of the factor analysis to elucidate these essential

characteristics; indeed, the purpose of the factor analysis is to provide a

way of summarizing the data shown iu a correlation matrix.

pgrrelatio_ne 652m the 01) lective Messy):Ar.

The 7111 different interoorrelations among the objective style measures

are shown in Table 7; partly on account of their generality lower reliabilities

the variables tend to have somewhat lower intercorrelatione than the subjective

measures. There are nevertheless a considerable =bar of significant inter-

correlations, certainly enough to sake factor analysis appropriata and desirable.

CcaaLlbonat Between tja ttalective pa the gbjeAtur Measures

The 1131 different intercorrelations between the subjective and the ob-

jeotive measures arc presented in Table 8. The data merit careful study, for

army
it appears that/characteristic's of prose passages which male ratvd sUbjectively

can also be measured objectively. This, of course, has been known for some

time, for it provides the basis for the various systems for measuring "read-

ability" End "hutan interest" which hare been proposed by a number of investi-

gators. We believe, however, that the present data are the most extensive

available, and that only a study like the present onA can aploroach a satisfactory

delineation of the distinct dimensions which underlie the relationships between
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subjective and objective measures of style.

Fnotor Aga yj
The 2278 different intercorrelations among all 29 sUbjective and 39

Objective measures taken tcgother were considered as constituting a single matrix

and subjected to a mmltiple factor analysis by the centroid method of Thurstone

(1947). The analysis was performed by mama of a high-speed electronic com-

puting machine; the highest correlation ia each array vas used ao the inflict?.

estimate of communality for the corresponding variable. After seven centroid

factors were extracted, the residual correlations were clearly of a nearly

randam character anditwas decided to stop extracting factors. The seven

factors accounted for 53.8% of the total variance; the remaining 46.2% is

judged to bo mainly variance dre to unreliability, in vlew of the fact that

most of the communalities apprcach the reliabilities fairly closely. The re-

sulting centroid factor matrix le presented as Table 9 (not included in this

provisional version of the paper), together with communalities and data on

the proportion of variance extracted with each factor.

The factors were rotated to simple structure by the biquartimin solubion,

e, method developed and programmed for high-speed camputing machines by the

writer (l9,7). Since this method is completely analytical, it was not nec-

essary to make any subjective judgments in arrtviug at the final rotated factor

matrix presented as Table 10, (Before the recent introduction of analytical

methods of rotation, factor analysis vas the target of criticism to the effect

that the concept of simple structure was not objectively defined.)

The first four factors in Table 10 ere clearly distinct end 'meaningful.

Of the last three factors, two aro nrar'y duplicates of each other (perhaps

resulting fram a possible tschnical fF11.1-11.e in arplying the biquartimin solution)

and none is clearly interpretable. Tho first four fac°,:.ors, however, appear to
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Tab16 10

Rotated Factor Matrix

(Eval) (Pers) (Bar) (Orn) (?) (?) (?)
A B

profound 1 .403 .036 .578 .120 -.034 -.027 -.070
subtle 2 .284 -.014 .157 .221 -.099 -.098 -.078
abstract 3 .o68 .196 .363 .330 .011 .olo -.066.
moaningful 4 .611 -.101 .386 -.106 .023 .024 .022

succinct 5 .381 -.031 429 -.719 .013 .c16 -..048.
graceful 6 .865 -.089 -.024 .o56 452 .01 -.043
vigorous 7 .268 .374 .217 .218 -.215 -.202 4042
lush 8 .149 .08 -.183 .612 -e007 .007 -.139
earnest 9 -.047 -.00 .73.7 -.047 .017 .036 -.111

intimate 10 .096 .593 -.019 .073 .019 .033 -.068
eleeant 11 .422 -.263 .018 .467 .010 -.006 .111
natural 12 .360 .029 .171 -.599 .034 .052 -.151
clear 13 .627 .052 -486 -,...96 .086 .072 .172
interesting 14 .850 .098 446 -.024 -0377 -.069 -.02

strong 15 .864 .055 .092 .1o6 -.09 -465 -.113
opinionated 16 .031 .478 .142 .461 .113 .111 .02,
original 17 .620 -,088 -.051 .095 -.060 -.057 -.092
ordered 18 .579 -.186 -.033 -.129 .190 .165 .177
vivid 19 .638 .232 -.06 .082 -.148 -.134 -.039

personal 20 .050 .614 -.010 .219 .041 .053 -.060
precise 21 .564 -.121 -.171 -.233 .070 .06 .172masculine 22 .130 -.072 .514 .004 -.188 -.175 .055varied 23 .792 .089 -.0:7 .076 -.009 -.001 -.112
emctional 24 .020 .436 .olo .297 -499 -.073 -.158

complex 25 .023 -.154 .121 .554 -.100 -.106 .048
pleasant 26 .896 .075 -.088 -.027 .064 .c61 -.027
serious 27 -.09; -.074 .713 -.041 -,063 -.045 -.079
florid 28 .o88 4143 -.153 .730 -.036 -428 -.063
good 29 .948 -.043 -.027 -.037 .014 .007 .036

no. paragrapho 30 -.121 .057 -.256 -.478 .014 .008 -.021
no. eyllablcx 31 -.103 -.520 .039 .208 -.092 -.117 .294
no. sentences 32 3008 .195 -.145 -.546 .000 .002 -.111
ec.d. sent..length 33 .167 .00l .144 .536 61,070 -.065 ,019
no. clauses 34 -.009 .580 -.111 -.434 .022 420 -496

clause oompl index35 -.072 .191 .200 .436 .010 -.005 .209
: noun olacees 36 -.027 .139 .233 -.1a8 -.450 -.453 .173
p adj. clauses 37 -.108 -.242 .027 .112 .247 .272
p adv. clauses 38 .107 ,146 -.206 .039 )294 .281 .002
r Wen. clauses 39 -.015 lo70 -.055 .097 -,147 -.169 01;181

TI
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Table 10 (cont.)

jEval) (Pere) (Stir)' (Orn) (?)
A B C D E E0

p action verbs 4o .050 -,009 -.301 -.428'' -.139 -.124 -.108
p con. verbs 41 .081 . .386 .120 .162 -.146 -.141 .025

p trans verbs 42 -.037 .067 ".153 .017 -.234 -.282 .603

p intrano. verbs 43 -.091 .029 -.127 -.074 .124 .152 -.344

p copulas 44 .068 '6.082 .230 .070 .182 .211

p Lat Gk verbs 45 -.065 -.230 .089 .177 -e123 -.147 .292

p passive verbs 46 -.061 -.556 .102 .018 .020 .032 -.096
mean tense 47 -.140 .071 .000 .124 .309 .288 465
entropy tense 48 -.162 .162 -.040 .033 -.174 -.194 .262

no. infinittves 49 -.012 .391 .069 -.068 .211 .196 .056

no. participles 50 .079 -.232 -.202 .069 -.006 -.016 .146
no. gerunde 51 .100 0077 -.030 .001 .144 .111 .229
no. proper nouns 52 -.031 -,159 -.079 -.058 -.507 -,510 *:261
no, common nouns 53 .000 -.553 -.198 439 .225 .221 -455
p unmod, cam. nns.54 .045 .044 .05 -$485 -.141 -.no -.282

p gillie nouns 55 -.059 -.079 .250 .437 -.028 -.08 .318
no, articles 56 .194 -.488 .016 -.133 -.103 ".245
p indef. arts. 57 .108 .100 -.46o -.05 ,267 .242 .03
no. pers6 prnns. 58 .107 .804 .017 -432 .014 .002 .069
no. poss. prnne. 59 -.042 .452 -.147 .210 o84 .09 .175

no. indef. prnns. 60 -.018 .316 ,306 -.107
no. ind. qnt. dtr.61 -.153 -.176 .285 .016
no. demons. prnns.62 -.206 .175 .261 -.012
no. =mar. exps. 63 -.062 -.130 -.234 -.197
no. prepositions 64 .048 -.528 .052 .237

no. prononne 65 -.021 .866 -.027 -.042
no, determiners 66 -.274 -.046 .219 -am
no. descr. adjs. 67 .187 -.278 -.039 $351
no. prtcp. mode. 68 .161 -.249 -.131 .293

A

1 .391
11 .279
ITI .804
rf .261
v -.026
la .089
vII .210

Table 11

Transformation Matrix

.3 .

.084 .110 -.288

.196 .214 -.177

.073 484 -.127

.192 .187 .009
-.112 -.108 0038

.071 .00 .118

.351 .369 -6224

.149 .153 -.107
-,081 -.08o .033

.482 -.243 -.320 -.064 -.00 .047

.397 .281 .546 .037 .049 -.145
-.411 .219 .021 -.207 -.215 .172
-.440 -.448 ..i13 .288 .114 -.308
.448 .350 .226 246 .233 .207
468 .127 -.609 .Soo .831 -.682
.200 -.683 .277 .407 .318 .585
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account for a very large part of the common factor variance of all the 68

measures9 and may be iegarded as being probably the most basic and pervasive

factors of style. Further studies may turn up new factors, but these new factors

will doubtless be of relativeli small extent and aptlications.

.Perhaps it should be said at this point that the results do not support any

.separate
clear distinction 1tween content and style, i.e.,(faotors for content and style

were not found, but rather, the factors cut across the boundaries ordinarily

assumed for content and style, We were already aware that this ndght be the case

when we received reports from our judges that they bad extreme difficulty in

separating content from style.

In what follows, we will attempt to present the several factors of "style"

(or "style-content") which were isolated. As is custonaxy, a list of the var-

iable(' having highest loadings* clench of the factors will be presented, and

an attempt will be made to "interpret" or to "name" the factor in question. The

process of interpretation is essentially one of tryiAg to arrive at the most

generalized conceptualization of the factw possible, a conceptualization which

will nevertheless have utility in predicting vhat kinds of new.measures would

be correlated with the factor. The interpretation of a factor is tantamount to

a hypothesis which can be tested in further studies.

For purposes of interpretation, loadings of 06 or greater in absolute

magnitude will be considered significant. (This restriction will be relaxed

somewhat, however, in attemptim3 to interpret the dubious factors.) When the

loading is givey with a negative sign, it means that the reverse of the variable

in questityri is correlated with the factor, or in the case of such variables as

*A load'Ing ie a coefficient which can be interpreted like a correlation be-
tween a variable and an underlying factor; it is not actmlly a correlation,
however.
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"nueber of nouns", "proportion of actima verbs", and other measures of fre-

quency, latt velative frequencies or proportions are associated with high valves

of the factor in question.

ntor. A (General Stylistic Zvaluation?)

In order of magnitude of their loadings, the following variables appear

significantly on Factor A:

good (vs. bad) .948

pleaaant (Ire. unpleasant) .896

graceful (vs. awkward) .865

strong (vs. weak) .864
interesting (vs. boring) .850

varied (vo. mnnotonoue) .792

vivid (vs. pale) .638

clear (vs. hazy) .627

original (vs. trite) .620

meaningful (vs. meaningless) .611
ordered (vs. chaotic) .579
precise (vs. vague) .564

elegant (vs. uncouth) .422

profound (vs. superfioial) .403
succinct (vs. wordy) .381

natural (vs. affected) .360

The common element in the variables leach have high loadings on factor A is

that they are egAluative; they represent a number of superficially different ways

of saying that the style of a passage is god or hpl. If a passage is rated

gml, it is also highly likely to to rated pleasant; if it is rated 214aggat., it

is also likely to be rated grIpsful, etrzg, InImattag, etc. Any diecrimina-

tion among these terms would preemany be expected to show up in differential

loadings on other factors, but the interesting thing is that wtthmdnor exceptions

the scales listed above do not...A/Tear loaded on other factors. Am applied to

English prose passages, the terms T410.clent, Ex80101, mtrong, Illtupettm

varied4 clear, orlawa, ordered, and mrocile (and their opposites) are virtually

equivalent in meaning. The terms vivjd, maant:Igna, gleaant4 1:2taml, sunkets
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and natural, all have an evaluative meaning, but as will be seen below, carry

additional semantio freight as indicated by significant or nearly significant

loadings on other factors.

It should be borne in mind that the results are for the averaged ratinge

of eight judges. It le conceivable that individual judges observed certain dis-

tinotions among the terms which might have been reflected in different factor

patterns had a aeparate factor enalysia been made of the ratings of each judge.

It would be interesting to perform such analyses in order to compare the bases

of judgment used by the several raters; yet, any differential patterning QIuld

be highly idiosyncratic and of little tee in drawing generalization° about style.

Our results indicate a common basis on which the judges are able to agree con-

cerning the meaning and application of a series of adjectival scales.

All the significant loadings above are for the purely subjective measures

of style. Apparently there are no objective measuree, at lea.et among

those studied here, which give any significant clue to the overall evaluation of

prose style. One is somewhat gratified to learn this, for if style is tru2.y a

matter of artistic creation it will be very difficult to identify purely mechan-

ical measures of style, much lees to generate good style mechanically. There are ,

to be sure, a handful of objective measures whose loadings on the evaluative

factor approach significance:

timber of determinGes
Number of demonstrative pronouns -.206
Nunbr, of artioles .194
Nuriber of descriptive adjectives .137

/t is difficult, however, to make any particular sense out of these loadings;

it le quite likely that they refloat morely incidental associations between sub-

jective and objective measures.

The results are of interest qaite as rtuch far what variables do rad appear

on the evaluative factor aa lor what variables ig appear. In interpreting a
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factors it is well to assure oneself that one's interpretation adequately ac-

counts for the mon-significant loadings as well as the eignificant ones. The

subjecttve ratings which have non-significant loadings on this factor are as

follows:

lush (vs. austere) ..... 0 .149

masculine (vs. femlnine) 0130
intimate (vee remote) . . .096

serious (vs. humorous) -.095

florid (vs. plain) . 468
abstract (vs. concrete) . . .068

personal (vs. impersonal). . .050

earnest :Cm flippant)
opinionated (vs. impartial). . . .031

complex (vs. simple) . . . . .023

emotional (vs. rational) . .020

Even though some of these adjectives ray appear to have evaluative overtones, we

trust the reader will agree that as anpliel macs at 11,Letarz stile they are

on the whole neutral in evaluativv content. Thus, tbe evaluation of llterary

style seems to be quite independent of whether the passage being evaluated is

lua or, siglem masculine or tmtual, =mu or mate, etc. Of courses the

obtaining of non-significant loadings for some of these terms may betoken tho

pesence of what the statistician would call a nonAinear relationship; that is,

it is conceivable that good style is that which 19 neither lush:nor aumteres

neither paggpolta nor fmtnjm, neither Int1m:41;1nm remote. The presence of

mmelinear relationship is not detected by oonventional factor analysis tech-

yet
mlques, and there has not/been an opportunity to search for them in tba present

instance.
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!actor B (Personal Appeal)

Almcet completely independent of Factor A (the correlation is only .16) is

Factor B, Ala has the folloving etsnificant loadings:

NtMber of pronouns ;_

Number of porsorle 7roneune .." c
Personal (va. inpereonal). 0

Intimate (re. remote). . . .

ltimber of clauses e c *

Proportion of pr.ssive verbs .

Number of common nouns e o. - s e

Number of prepositions .

.866

t80.4

129;
.560

-.556
-.553
1'428

NUInber of syllables . IP -.520

Nimber of articles i . .

Opionionated (vs. impartial) . .478

Number of possessive pronouns 6 .452

Emotional (vs. rational) . .436

Number of infiaitivee s .391

Proportion of uoognitive" verbs . .386

Vigorous (vs. placid) . .374

Number of indefinite pronouns . . .316

At once it is evident that this factor repreaents the extent to which a prose

pasoage has what may be termed Luzgabilla. It is closely similar to the

"human interept" aspect of style for which Flesch (1949, 1950) has developed

measures. If anything, it can be measured objectively better than it can be

rated subjectively, for the variables with the two highest loadings are objective

measures. (It should be mentioned, however, that these loadings axe somewhat

spuriously inflated by the fact that one of the neasures is contained in the

otherl it was through an oversight that both of these measures were included.)

It is debatable whether Factor B Is raally a factor of style; it could be argued

that it refers to content rather than style, and that the "personal appeal" or

"human interest" of a passage is chiefly a matter of what is being written about.

While this argument is not wholely without merit, It is probably inaccurate.

Subjeot-matter can be held conetant while personal appeal varies. Every writer

for popular magazines knows very well a number of techniques for maintaining

the reader's interest even in an ordinarily dull topic. If such a, writer were to
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profit from the presenz study, he would uce a large nv.aer of pronoune, keep his

clauses short, avoid passive verbs, substitute pronouns for nouns wherever pos-

sible, eschew prepositional phrases, and use short words, few articles (either

dafinite tIr indefinite) and zany infinitives and "cognitive" verbs.

Factor,/ (Seriousness)

Independent of Factor A (-.00 is the correlation) but significantly

negatively correlated with Facttor:B (-.364) le Factor C with the following highly

loaded variables:

earnest (vs. fliprant) . .717

serious Xvs. tumorous) 0 0 0 .713

profound (vs. superficial) 0 .578

masculine (ve. feminine) 0 0 0 514
proportion of indefinite articles. -.1460
meaningful (vs. meaningless) 0 0 0386

abstract (vs concrete) , 0 0363

number of indefinite pronouns. .306

proportion of "action" verbs -.301

We identify this factor as a dimension of "seriousness". It may refer eithor to

content or to style: the seriousness and importance of the subject-matter,

ca:- the seriousness and earnestness with which the subject-matter is treated.

Writing in a light, humorous, or flippant vein produces low scores on this

factor. While this factor is beet assessed by subjective means, there are

several objective measures which correlate very substantially with V, as indi-

cated above. The use of a large number of =1.,nj.12, articles (the) relative to

the =bar of indefinite txticles (a), and the use of a lazge nunter of indefi-

nite. pronowts (2m, sonyibpSz, etc.) seem to be associated with seriousness, -

according to these results, and there are a numbor of other suob measures with

nearly significant loadings, as the reader can see by searching colv= C of

Table 10.
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ftetor D is almost completely independent of the preceding factors (the

correlations with Factors A, Bo and C-are -.I20, .021, and .120 respectively)

and has the following variables with high loadings:

florid (vs. plain) go .730

wordy (vs. succinct) .719

lush (vs. austere) .612

affefted (vs. natural) .599

complex (vs. simAe) 4 .554
Number of sentences in 300 words
Standard deviation of sentence

length 01111004 0536

Proportion of common nouns which
are preceded by tht and other-

wise unmodified ...few. -.485

Number of paragraphs started in
300 words...

elegant (vs. uncouth)

,

opinionated (vs. impartial).
Proportion of nouns ending in

Gillie's suffixes . go
.437

Clause complexity index .436

Number of clauses in 300 words -.434

Proportion of "action" verbs -.428

Mather of descriptive adjectives .353.

abstract (vs. concrete) .330

emotional (vs. rational) go .297

We call Factor D Ornamentation because it seems to represent that dimension of

prose style which ranges from a glans puotere, guswammteis eagrizia

kind of writing to a florid, lataz lath, ocmnlex, and highly =sold kind of

writing. Coincidentally, ornamented vritAng is regarded as Jamul when it is

elsirgais-but as goo= when it is also ImA6 ss shown by the loadings of

elenank on-both Factors Aand D. likewise, ornamented writing is regarded as

spiniovited and gundlangl when it is also jaaporal (with loadings on Factor B),

but lagme.111, and ratiolal when it is ZMIWZralt,

There are numerous objeetiTe teaevree of ornmmentation: the use of long

sentences, the use of varied sentence length, the use of row noun modifiers, the

use of complex clause structures, the use of nouns ending in abstraetion-forming

suffixes, and the use of many descriptive adjectives. Binder's adjective-verb
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quotient (1940) is probably in the main a measure of ornamentation.

Factei_.:11 (Intorpretation doulytful) and.11:1

Factor wes found to be. hiahly similar to another factors called Factor Et;

hence, the higher loadings of both these factors az* reported below. Because

of the paucity of high loadings: loadings of .20 or greater are lis-40d.

z

Number of proper mule , . *407
Proportion of noun clauses -.450

Number of determiners 0 .351

Mean tense 0 .309

Proportion of adrerbial clauses. .294

Proportion of indefinite articles. .267

Proportion of adjectival clausee ,247

Proportion of traneitive verbs -.234

Number of cannon nouns 225
placid (vs. vigorous) .215

Number of infinitives II .211

-.510
-.453
.369
.288
.261

.242

.272

-.282
.221

.202

.196

Number of indefinite and quantifying
determiners ...... . .196

111Proportion of copulas 182
I I II I 41

pale (vs. vivid) .148 134

/t is probably extremely dangerous even to attempt to interpret this factor,

on account of the generally low size of the leadinge. What kind of writing

would have a low number of proper nouns, a low proportion of noun clauses, a

high number of determiners; and generally present or future terse rather than

past? Certainly it would be relatively colorless.snd pale. Tte scale plaoit.

viaorous nakee a mild appearance on this factor, and aleo the scale 22011-7=1,

though with a loading so low that it is of dubious significance. There is a dim

possibility, nevertheless, that this factor represents a dimension of colorless-

ness wtioh is independent of and different from Factor D, Ormanentation. The

presence on this factor of [mph variables as the Proportion of indefinite article3

and the Number of indefinite and quantifying determiners lends support to suoh an

interpretation. Any interpretation whatsoever, however, must be advanced with
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=oh caution and we are probably wise to leaTe the natter far further investica-

tion.

p-otacjE (Interpretation dubious)

Factor F has the following loadings groater than .20:

Proportion of transitive verbod. . .603

Proportion of copulas. 004.50377
Proportion of intreneitive verbs. -.344

Proportion of nouna with Gilliets
suffixes ese . .318

Proportion cl adjecttve clauses 0 -.306

Number of syllables 62911

Proportion of Latin-Greek derived
verbs 0 s292

Number of in4efinite pronouns 0 -.288
Proportion of unmodified oommon

nouns 0 G 0 0 . -.282Ir

Proportion of parenthetical clauses .281
Ebtropy of tense. 0 0 .262

Number of proper nouns.f .261

Number of articles -,245

Nunber of gerunds 0 0 .229

Nunber of determiners
Clauee complexity indez 0 0 0 0209

It is quite possible that this factor is largely artifactual. Sinse the prom

portions of transitive and intransitive verbs and of copulae are flgured from the

oonraon base of all verbs, they ean hardly vary with complete indepndence, and it

is infect inevitable that at least ane inverse relationship will azist. Ttle

fact undoUbtedly explains the presence of the first throe vsriables at the top

of the list above, transitive verbs varying imerseltv with ocgulas and with in

transitive verbs. Yet, the presence of transitive verbs is evidently oorrerlated

with several other variables where the relationships cannot be opurioust for

example, with the presence of nouns with Gillie's suffixes, with the presence of

adjecttre clauses, and so on. At the moment, however, it is difficult to derlie

any meaningful interpretation from these findings, and ae in the came of Factor E

it le probably wise to leave the factor =interpreted.
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DISCUSSION

It is sometimes said of factor analyele studies that-one meta out of thaa

only what one puts into them,-the implication being thht such studies rarely dr.

more than confirm obvious clusterings of variables. In the present case, the

writer feels that his original hypotheses mere conuiderably knocked about by tlt.

data. It will be recalled that In etbarking on the study the writer net forth

seven hypothetical dimensione of style, that is, those indicated in Table 2. It

is interesting to notice what happened to these hypothesized dimensions:

1. anthflittmaltv Three of the scales covered here, imaaejja-pwkwarl,

ladnglog, and almart-unvirmants appeared as virtually pure measures of Factor

. A, denerai Stylistic Evaluation. The hypothesis of a dimension of aesthetic

quality was therefore in eame measure confirmed, but it was- too Emecific, since

Factor A incorporated scales from.several other hypothesized dimensions. The

scale yncoutlregaggl was found to be a compcsite of Pagtor A, General Stylistic

Evaluation, and Factor D, Ornamentation. Tbat is, to say that a passage is

&grant is to say that it is both stylistically good and ornamented.

2. Opmpicejtiveness. The hypotliticia of a faotor of communicativenvis was

not confirmed. All the scales hypothesized for such a factor turned out to be

measures of Factor A, General Stylistic Evaluation. One soale, ausgoackysTatz,

had a supplementary negativo loading on PhotorD, Ornamentation, i.e., sucoinct-

nese leads to good style but to a low degree of amoamentaticm6 The remaining

scales, ohaatireattkrul, sawribm, and yiguirzagAlt, proved to be simply

variant ways of evaluating the general style of a palmist). Apparently our judgoe

equated gocd style with orderedness, clarity, and precision. Good style commun-

icates, it it does nothing else.

3. Yiudidx. This hypothesized dimension BOMB to correspond to a ooneid-

erable extent to Factor MI, Ornamentation, on which three of the scales originally
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assignfd to variety were found: LloaLd-p.ka,.jakaustere, and matritjant.

Th other throe scales eriginally assigned here wound up on Faotor A, General

Stylistic Evaluation: utrammasearacia4 ^.01404ral-tall, end apactsamwmte,

these three scales representing, evidently, further 'characteristics of "good"

style It ls noteworthy that on the whole the judge° did not diatinguish be-

tween clartty and variety. (ft least, this le the conclusion to be drawn from

the footor analysis results; a closer inspection of the actual correlation°,

however, suggests that the Judaea did distinguish between clarity and variety,

and further suggests that the factor rotatione were not as sztisfactorily accom-

plished by the analytical oriterian as might be desired. For this reason, ow-

in akpects of the roesent smalysis mart still be regarded as tentative.)

4. 1jg2x. This hypotheoia failed to be confirmed. Of the scales originally

forth, two (Liati-mkt and aromrwealr) emceed on the general evaluattve

;factor, one ( lascliline-ferailine) turned up on the "seriousness" factor, and one

(placid-vlaorous) proved to be exceedingly complex, with signifioant or nearly

significant loadings an all four of the interpretable factors.

5. &mg. This hypothesis was confirmed ta the sense that both of the

scales hypothesized,for this factor appeared on a "seriousness" factor. Thio

factor, however, proved to be of greater extent than originally behoved.

6. rmsnAljamg. This hypothesis was well confirmed, at least to the

extent that two of the scales CiateitNdalmateextd lermagml-ma2011) served

to define a "personal appeal" factur in the ultimate analysis. It turned out,

however, that the scale tatnttedel was not yroperl: placed under Personal

Appeal, but belonged rather to Factor!), Ornamentation.

7. afiegtim_torl, This hypothesis was not oonfirmod. The two scales orlg-

inall, placed here turned out to be composite messuros of both Factor 73, Porcons%

Appeal, and Factor 14 Ornamentatian.
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Tte results of this study are also of interest in throwing light on certain

concepts of style which psychologiste have been attempting to define. One of

these is the concept of abstractness, which has been postulated as a dimension

yhich affects ease of comprehension and speed of learning. Our mate show

that this is actually a composite variable; our rating oT abstractneen has

loadings an both the "seriousaess" factor and the 'ornamentation" factor. This

mews that a passage is rated as glatroct in the degree to which it is also

rated as both pliriotr and flgEli. It is quite reasonable to suppose that ser-

iousnees and ornamentation ("wordinose") could independently influence such

variables as ease of comprehension and speed of learning.

lattillger-gakla
/t ehould be possible to use the dimensions isoleJed in this study as a

:y.sie for "typing" literary styles, somewhat in the manner of SheldoWs "mato-

typing" of bodily types. Where Sheldcn uses three dimensions, we would use four.

For convenience, we will use only selected subjective rating scales, one from

eaoh of the four chief factors we have identified, except that Factor A will be

represented by two scales beoamee of the possibility that the domain of oval*

uation has not been adequately delineated by bhe faotot analysis at the present

stsge of computationse lathe table below, ye present the averaged subjective

ratings on eaoh of five scales for each of 8 passages from our "sub-sub-troasurya"
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Sample (300-word
V100000A aw1mA4rael fymmoll

15 Blaokwood, plm Al g
lipreinR DEW: cz. at
liken Mid

21 K. Burke, & 9r8rmar 9i: astl.ves

118 A will (legal document)

49 Fitzgerald, 21imold a the Ei 1.1
A

62 Barrio, 21,01, Eme. .

133. Strachey, B14.abet1 ad Eien

229 Stein, 11.9411, &MI

139 Twain, IfucI4sheyr7 Val

41

Average ratings (scale 1 to 7)

(A) (B) (C)
viLlsiti. =mat marnemal parlous

()
florid

6.9 6.2 6.11 6.7 2.8

2.2 1.6 2.0

2.3 4.2 2.7

6.4 5,5 4.6

6.4 5.2 5.6

5.7 5.7 3.7

5.4 4.3 3.8

7.0 6.5 6.5

6.3

6.5

4.3

1.9

6.2

5.3

4.8

4.7

14,4

6.2

4.8

4.8

2.9

4.3

While passages seem to be quite well and 4:4-oasonably differentiated 37 the

ratings, It can hardly be claimed that all the idiosyncrasies of style have boon

measured. The four dimensions of style we have identified do not sufficiently

well discriminate, say, between the pasaage from Gertrude Stein and the passage

from a nursing sister's diary, but nevertheless the main trends are evident.

In the present discussion we have attempted only to describe the more con-

spicuous relationships in our results. As has been indicated, some further

statistical treatment of the data is called for. It would not be aprropriate at

this juncture to go very far in drawing from these results implioationn for

pedagogy, criticism, oommunication theory, and such, for, as le so often the cac .

the investigation asks Elm* e questions than it gnawers.
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